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1.

Executive summary

1.1 Background and purpose
The growth of Low Carbon Technologies (LCTs) will have a significant effect on electricity distribution networks. The
Active Response project aims to demonstrate active reconfiguration of the network and the use of power electronics to
support the growth of LCTs.
For distribution network operators (DNOs), the uptake of LCTs has been more rapid than expected. The actual number
of Electric Vehicles (EVs) registered in UK Power Networks’ three licence areas has exceeded our RIIO-ED1 business
planning forecasts by 51 per cent, and a significant uptake is predicted over the next five years. According to National
Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios 20181, the increased uptake of EVs is expected to increase peak demand by 8.1GW
across Great Britain (GB) by 2030. If no smart solutions are applied, significant reinforcement will be required – with the
costs largely being borne by customers.
At UK Power Networks we strive to enable the uptake of LCTs, at the lowest cost to customers. As such we are
developing a toolbox of smart solutions to ensure we have the right solution for any challenge we face. The Active
Response project will deliver two physical smart asset solutions – also known as Power Electronic Devices (PEDs) –
which can provide a range of benefits including the deferral of costly network reinforcement. These solutions are the
second-generation Low Voltage (LV) Soft Open Point (SOP) and a novel High Voltage (HV) Soft Power Bridge (SPB).
The project will also deliver an advanced optimisation and automation platform, a software solution which can deliver
benefits over a wide area if the enabling technologies are in place. This advanced optimisation and automation solution
will be part of a larger Active Network Management (ANM) platform. The SOP and SPB can control power flows, fault
levels and voltages on the LV and HV networks respectively. In order to maximise network capacity, the ANM platform
will optimise the network configuration through changing open points on the network and also optimise the behaviour of
the SOPs and SPBs.
Active Response is funded through Ofgem’s Network Innovation Competition funding mechanism. The project started
in January 2018 and will complete in November 2021. It is a collaborative project with partners being Scottish Power
Energy Networks (SPEN), Turbo Power Systems (TPS), CGI and Ricardo Energy & Environment. By partnering with
SPEN we can ensure that the methods, once proven, are deployable to at least five of the 14 GB licence areas and
hence wide applicability is highly likely.
If proven successful, Active Response could save customers across GB £271m in reinforcement costs – approximately
£9.34 from every customer’s bill – by 2030. As well as reducing reinforcement costs, the project will help reduce
overloading on circuits; this in turn will reduce Customer Interruptions (CI) and Customer Minutes Lost (CML), the key
parameters for measuring the frequency and duration of power cuts experienced by customers.
Throughout the duration of the Active Response project, the team will share key learnings with the industry. The project
will deliver nine learning reports – known as Project Deliverables – which capture learnings from various stages of the
project. The value of innovation will play a major part in ensuring DNOs can support a low-carbon future. UK Power
Networks recognises the importance of sharing learning from its projects to ensure DNOs in GB can work collaboratively
to deliver solutions to support this shared objective.
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This report – the first deliverable for Active Response – covers the high-level design specification of the advanced
automation solution. It forms the evidence for Project Deliverable 1 and successfully outlines the requirements and
options for the Active Response software solution. It also highlights key lessons learned which have informed the highlevel design. Through engagement with our Project Partner SPEN, the project continues to ensure that the learnings
and recommendations from Active Response will be applicable to the wider GB DNO community.
For further information about future Project Deliverables, please visit our project website and download the project
proposal. Alternatively, please contact UK Power Networks’ Innovation team: innovationteam@ukpowernetworks.co.uk.
1.2 Learning from other projects
A number of Ofgem funded Innovation projects have developed aspects of network automation and network optimisation.
As part of the project scoping, the project team conducted a thorough review of projects completed or ongoing which
overlap with these topics. As part of the high-level design specification of the advanced automation solution, the project
team reviewed key lessons learned from these projects to ensure Active Response delivers a solution which can be
rolled out to other DNOs. Some of the key learning points included:


The importance of master data management when designing scalable solutions



The importance of data quality when performing reliable optimisation



Using decision support tools to easily identify suitable sites for automation and optimisation



The importance of communication between field devices and control systems when designing and building
a reliable solution



Having the ability to deal with lost communication between sites/devices



Building visualisation tools that show key performance indicators of solutions



Ensuring proposed reconfigurations consider network boundaries



The importance of early stakeholder engagement to ensure the proposed solutions align with business
strategies and requirements

1.3 Use cases
The overall aim of the methods comprising Active Response is to release latent network capacity to allow new load and/or
generation connections or support the growth of existing connections, whilst minimising the need for reinforcement. This
may be achieved by optimising network configuration (by opening and closing switches on the HV and LV networks) and
by managing power flows using PEDs. In order to achieve this goal, a number of ‘actors’ (people or software/hardware)
need to interface and interact with the Active Response solutions. Interactions between the advanced optimisation and
automation solution and a control engineer could be in real time, and not require significant intervention, as the solution
is designed to operate automatically without the need for a control engineer to authorise its actions. Conversely, a greater
level of interaction is required between a network planner and an offline modelling tool when determining whether the
installation of a smart solution such as Active Response is beneficial in connecting new LCTs. Although the primary
focus of the trials described in Active Response demonstrates the capability of the PEDs and advanced optimisation and
automation solution, the use cases highlight the business processes which need to be adapted in order for the solutions
to deliver their aim of releasing latent network capacity.
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1.4 Requirements
As with any project, it is vital to clearly identify the project requirements in the early stages. The project team captured
these requirements through engagement with key stakeholders at UK Power Networks and SPEN. Identifying the use
cases helped the project team understand which stakeholders to engage with. The outcome of this engagement was
that functional requirements for the advanced automation and optimisation tool and associated offline modelling tools
could be categorised under the following headings:


Optimisation – the solution must determine the best running and power feeding arrangements for a particular
condition – for example, maximise capacity or minimise losses



Asset control and coordination – the solution must ensure that the optimisation and automation solution and
the Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS) operate harmoniously



Protection – the solution must ensure that existing protection schemes always operate as intended



Power flow modelling – the solution must compute accurate and timely real-time and near-future network states



State estimation – the solution must utilise estimation techniques where measurement data quality/availability
is poor



Contingency analysis – the solution must calculate the impacts of varying contingencies and consider these in
the optimisations



Short-term forecasting – the solution must produce accurate forecast data for future power flows



Fault level calculations – the solution must reflect the real-time generation occurring and the optimisation must
consider fault levels when suggesting network reconfigurations or PED actions



HV and LV network differences – the solution must consider LV networks being unbalanced across the phases



ADMS interface – the solution must process interface messaging and standard CIM inputs when building the
real-time network model



Operational planning (new role) – the offline solutions must manage the performance of the optimisations on a
day-to-day basis



Network planning – the offline solutions must ensure planners can decide when/where it is appropriate to
propose new Active Response schemes



Equipment commissioning – the online and offline solutions must ensure new hardware can be efficiently
commissioned

The detailed requirements captured in this document will form the basis for the build of the advanced optimisation and
automation solution and will be thoroughly reviewed with the solution provider once appointed.
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1.5 Key design considerations
In designing the Active Response advanced automation and optimisation solution there are several aspects to consider.
This report discusses these considerations and explains how different options may impact the overall Active Response
project. A key design consideration has been the control approach to the advanced automation and optimisation solution.
The project team and stakeholders have agreed that in order to evaluate design options for the control approach, the
team will require a set of design principles and high-level requirements for the solution. The following design principles
have been agreed by the project team:


It must be integrated with the existing Information Technology (IT)/Operational Technology (OT) systems of UK
Power Networks, but should also integrate easily with those of other DNOs, whilst minimising changes required
to the business-as-usual (BaU) systems, especially the ADMS.



It should be flexible to allow connection and easy configuration of various types of hardware devices (some of
which might not yet have been developed).



State-space estimation and load flow calculations should be performed in the Active Response solution (to
maximise potential for implementation by other DNOs), or failing that, the ADMS.



The volume of data transmitted through the system should be minimised to reduce latency issues and maximise
potential for BaU roll-out of the solution on a large scale (i.e. across all licence areas).



The system must continue operating in the event of a communication failure.



The control approach must support stable operation of the network where Active Response solutions have been
deployed.

The project reviewed four control approach options:
1. Centralised
2. Decentralised/distributed agent
3. Cellular
4. Cellular-hierarchical
Following the assessment of each option, it was decided and agreed with stakeholders that a centralised control approach
would be the most appropriate, considering the design principles, as it allows control engineers to maintain visibility and
control of the network. The control engineers or the Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS) can easily
override the actions of the advanced automation and optimisation system should it attempt to perform an unsafe action,
if maintenance is required on the network, or in the event of fault restoration. Furthermore, the system can utilise existing
SCADA networks rather than building new interfaces with a new platform.
1.6 Solution architecture
The overall solution architecture is presented in Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) format in Figure 14. The
architecture considers interfaces with existing legacy systems and highlights several proposed data transfer flows. A
key lesson learned from previous projects has highlighted the need for new solutions and capabilities to easily integrate
with existing systems. When designing the interface architecture the project team has considered the scalability of
interfaces when determining the high-level architecture. The project team is also aware of the importance of data
availability and data quality. Appendix B provides a draft data catalogue detailing the data requirements for the Active
Response solutions. Having early visibility of data requirements allows the project to review existing data sets and align
these to the Active Response data availability and data quality requirements.
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1.7 Software techniques
The Active Response advanced automation and optimisation system will rely on a few core techniques which perform
real-time power flow calculations, optimisation and contingency analysis. Several techniques and solutions exist to
perform these calculations, however, it is important to consider the specific Active Response requirements with regards
to timescales of real-time operation.
1.8 Next steps
This high-level design specification of the advanced automation solution covers several aspects including: learning from
previous projects, Active Response project use cases, solution requirements, design considerations, solution architecture
and software techniques. It provides a comprehensive backbone to the solution design that will inform interested
stakeholders on the design direction. In the next phase of the project, the project team will focus on the detailed elements
of the design. Through collaboration with the advanced automation and optimisation software supplier, the project will
finalise the design and move into the build phase. An agile approach is anticipated whereby the design for trial one is
agreed first and the design for trial two is agreed subsequently, during the build of trial one.
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2.

Definition of terms

Term

Definition

ADMS
ANM
ANN
AONB
API
APRS
ARB
BaU
BSP
CB
CE
CENELEC
CI
CIM
CMDB
CML
CPU
CSA
CSI
DER
DG
DMS
DNO
DPF
DSO
DSR
EHV
ENA
ENTSO-E
ENW
EPN
EV
FALCON
FPI
FPL
FSP
FTP
FUN-LV
GC
GE
GIS
GSP
HV
IDNO
IIP
IP

Advanced Distribution Management System
Active Network Management
Artificial Neural Network
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Application Programming Interface
Automated Power Restoration System
Architecture Review Board
Business as Usual
Bulk Supply Point
Circuit Breaker
Control Engineer
European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization
Customer Interruptions
Common Information Model
Configuration Management Database
Customer Minutes Lost
Central Processor Unit
Control Systems & Automation
Control Systems Infrastructure
Distributed Energy Resource
Distributed Generation
Distribution Management System
Distribution Network Operator
Distribution Power Flow (ADMS module)
Distribution System Operator
Demand-Side Response
Extra High Voltage (132kV and 33kV primarily)
Energy Networks Association
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
Electricity North West
Eastern Power Networks plc
Electric Vehicle
Flexible Approaches for Low Carbon Optimised Networks
Fault Passage Indicator
Flexible Power Link
Full Submission Pro-forma
File Transfer Protocol
Flexible Urban Networks – Low Voltage
Generation Customers
General Electric
Geographic Information System
Grid Supply Point
High Voltage (11kV and 6.6kV)
Independent Distribution Network Operator
Interactive Innovation Procedure
Internet Protocol
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Term

Definition

IS
IT
IT/OT
LCNF
LCT
LPN
LV
MC
MDI
MDM
MPAN
MSI
MW
NAT
NE
NG
NGET
NIC
NOP
Ofgem
OP
OT
PED
PKI
PMO
PORT
PSCC
PTU
PV
REST
RIIO
RMU
RTU
SCADA
SEPD
SGAM
SOP
SPB
SPEN
SPD
SPN
SSSI
SST
SULVN
TSO
UI
UML
WAN

Information Systems
Information Technology
Information Technology/Operational Technology
Low Carbon Network Fund
Low Carbon Technology
London Power Networks
Low Voltage (below 1000V)
Measurements Calculator
Maximum Demand Indicator
Master Data Management
Meter Point Administration Number
Microsoft Installer
Mega Watt
Network Address Translation
Network Equilibrium
National Grid
National Grid Electricity Transmission
Network Innovation Competition
Normally Open Point
Office of Gas and Electricity Markets
Outage Planner
Operational Technology
Power Electronic Devices
Public Key Infrastructure
Project Management Office
Primary Outage Restoration Tool
Prospective Short Circuit Current
Program Time Unit
Photovoltaic
Representational State Transfer
Revenue = Incentives + Innovation + Outputs
Ring Main Unit
Remote Terminal Unit
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
Southern Electric Power Distribution
Smart Grid Architecture Model
Soft Open Point
Soft Power Bridge
Scottish Power Energy Networks
Scottish Power Distribution
South Eastern Power Networks plc
Site of Special Scientific Interest
Solid-State Transformer
Smart Urban Low Voltage Networks
Transmission System Operator
User Interface
Unified Modelling Language
Wide Area Network
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Term

Definition

WPD
XML

Western Power Distribution
Extensible Mark-Up Language
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3.

Background and purpose

The following section provides an introduction to Active Response and presents the purpose of the report. For reference
we have included a section on the solution overview and open items which will be addressed in the detailed design.
3.1 Introduction to Active Response
The growth of Low Carbon Technologies (LCTs) will have a significant effect on electricity distribution networks. The
Active Response project aims to demonstrate that active reconfiguration of the network with power electronics can be
used to manage these effects.
For distribution network operators (DNOs), the uptake of LCTs has been more rapid than expected. The actual number
of Electric Vehicles (EVs) registered in UK Power Networks’ three licence areas has exceeded our RIIO-ED1 business
planning forecasts by 51 per cent, and a significant uptake is predicted over the next five years. According to National
Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios 20182, the increased uptake of EVs is expected to increase peak demand by 8.1GW
across GB by 2030. If no smart solutions are applied, significant reinforcement will be required – with the costs largely
being borne by customers.
At UK Power Networks we strive to enable the uptake of LCTs, at the lowest cost to customers. As such we are
developing a smart solution toolbox to ensure we have the right solution for each challenge we face. The Active
Response project will deliver two physical smart asset solutions – also known as Power Electronic Devices (PEDs) –
which can provide a range of benefits including the deferral of costly network reinforcement. These solutions are the
second-generation Low Voltage (LV) Soft Open Point (SOP) and a novel High Voltage (HV) Soft Power Bridge (SPB).
The project will also deliver an advanced optimisation and automation system, a software solution which can deliver
benefits over a wide area if the enabling technologies are in place. This advanced automation and optimisation system
will be developed within UK Power Networks’ strategic Active Network Management (ANM) platform and fully integrated
with its existing Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS) and its Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) infrastructure. The SOP and SPB can control power flows, fault levels and voltages on the LV and HV networks
respectively. In order to maximise network capacity, the advanced automation and optimisation system will optimise the
network configuration through changing open points on the network and also optimise the behaviour of the SOPs and
SPBs.
Active Response is funded through Ofgem’s Network Innovation Competition funding mechanism. The project started
in January 2018 and will complete in November 2021. It is a collaborative project with partners being Scottish Power
Energy Networks (SPEN), Turbo Power Systems (TPS), CGI and Ricardo Energy & Environment. By partnering with
SPEN we can ensure that the methods, once proven, are deployable in at least five of the 14 GB licence areas and
hence wide applicability is highly likely.
If proven successful, Active Response could save customers across GB £271m in reinforcement costs – approximately
£9.34 from every customer’s bill – by 2030. As well as reducing reinforcement costs, the project will help reduce
overloading on circuits; this in turn will reduce Customer Interruptions (CI) and Customer Minutes Lost (CML), the key
parameters for measuring the frequency and duration of power cuts experienced by customers.
The project builds on learnings from several completed and ongoing innovation projects. These learnings are captured
in section 4.

2
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The project will initially trial the use of PEDs and the advanced automation and optimisation system in several trial areas.
The trials will be broken down into two key methods:
1)

Network Optimise – trialling the optimisation and automatic reconfiguration of HV and LV networks in
combination, using remote control switches and SOPs

2)

Primary Connect – trialling the use of controlled transfers between primary substations, using the SPB to share
load and optimise capacity

The trials are summarised in Table 1 below:
Trial number and name

Description



Trial 1 – Active HV

Using the advanced automation and optimisation system to optimise the
configuration of distribution networks at 11kV



Trial 2 – Network Optimise

The Network Optimise method in isolation



Trial 3 – Primary Connect

The Primary Connect method in isolation



Trial 4 – Active Response

Combining Network Optimise and Primary Connect as a harmonised solution
Table 1 – Summary of Active Response Trials

Once Network Optimise and Primary Connect have been successfully trialled in isolation, they will be tested in
combination as the fully integrated Active Response trial. Further detail on the trial methods is provided in UK Power
Networks’ Full Submission Pro-forma (FSP) which is available on our Innovation website.
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Figure 1 provides an illustration of the Primary Connect and Network Optimise trials. It shows the potential location at
which the SPBs and SOPs will be installed on the network. The left-hand side illustration shows the installation for the
Primary Connect trial. The right-hand side illustration shows the Network Optimise trial. The location of existing Ring
Main Units (RMUs), Normal Open Points (NOPs) and the potential location of the SOP are also shown.
Active Response = Primary Connect + Network Optimise
Primary Substation

Option 1. Interconnection
between substation Busbars
SPB

Primary Substation A

11kV Busbars

Primary Substation B

11kV Busbars

11kV Busbars

SPB

HV Network

Option 2.
Interconnection
between HV
supply circuits

HV Network
+

LV Loads

Legend
Secondary substations connected
by Ring Main Units (RMUs)
Normally open point

Cluster of LCTs

11kV / 400V transformer

2T soft open point

Automation, optimisation and power electronics to enable load sharing at HV and LV
Figure 1 – Overview of the two Active Response methods
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3.2 Purpose and overview of this report
This high-level design specification of the advanced automation and optimisation system is the first Project Deliverable
of nine that will be submitted over the course of the Active Response project, as described in the Project Direction. The
Active Response Project Deliverables have been designed to demonstrate clear progress towards the project objectives
and disseminate valuable learning to interested stakeholders at key milestones throughout the course of the project.
Stakeholders include Ofgem, other DNOs, customers, industry groups, professional bodies, academic institutions,
equipment manufacturers, smart grid service providers and local authorities. The evidence supporting the stated
objectives for Project Deliverable 1 is summarised in Table 2.

Project Deliverable

Evidence

Supporting Evidence

High Level Design
Specification of Advanced
Automation System

Report outlining the requirements and
options for the Active Response
software solution

This report highlights the high-level
requirements for the Active Response
software solution in section 6.
Design options and principles are
captured in section 7.

Table 2 – Summary of Deliverable 1 Supporting Evidence

This high-level design specification provides a roadmap and context for the proposed advanced automation and
optimisation system for Active Response. The aim of this section is to guide the reader through the document structure,
whereby each section builds on the previous one.
This document’s primary focus is thus on the requirements, architecture and design of the software that will form this
solution, and how this will inter-operate with the hardware devices and UK Power Networks’ existing systems to ensure
safe, reliable and efficient operation of the optimised distribution network.
Section 4 examines previous innovation projects that have identified lessons and challenges that Active Response can
learn from in meeting its objectives. A high-level review of relevant projects has been undertaken as part of the activity
to produce this high-level design specification.
Section 5 provides summary use cases that identify how the solutions provided by Active Response will be embedded
into BaU applications and operations to achieve the anticipated benefits.
Section 6 outlines the high-level functional and non-functional requirements on which the technical solution design will
be based. To conclude the discussion of the requirements, the section identifies the constraints within the existing
operational and technical environments.
Section 7 discusses the key design considerations and principles, including engineering aspects relating to control
architecture, data flows, asset guarding, network switching and LV power flow modelling.
Section 8 proposes a definition of the overall solution architecture, based on the European Committee for Electrotechnical
Standardization (CENELEC) Smart Grid Architectural Model (SGAM), for functionality, information flows and
communications.
Within the context of the requirements and architectural considerations, section 9 describes software techniques which
when deployed will allow Active Response to achieve a key objective of “effective and controlled use of latent capacity”.
Section 10 identifies the next steps required to deliver a successful outcome for Active Response.
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Section 11 provides concluding remarks demonstrating that the evidence criteria have been met through the content of
this report.
Appendix A provides further detail behind the functional and non-functional requirements.
Appendix B captures a comprehensive data requirements catalogue.
3.3 Solution overview
Figure 2 presents a conceptual overview of the Active Response software solution and how it interacts with existing BaU
systems such as the ADMS and the PEDs (SOPs and SPBs) installed within the HV and LV network, depicted using the
standard SGAM framework. For context, UK Power Networks’ ADMS solution is responsible for the control and
monitoring of all aspects of UK Power Networks’ distribution networks down to and including secondary substations and
any other points on the LV networks where automated equipment is installed.
3.3.1

About SGAM

SGAM incorporates a three-dimensional framework within which solution designs and use of international standards can
be described. The first two dimensions, known as the smart grid plane, partition the solution into domains delineating
the type of industry participant and zones describing hierarchical levels of operation for each organisation. The third
dimension then categorises different architectural interoperability perspectives, known as layers, within which the
corresponding aspects of the solution can be depicted. The following table lists the elements of each SGAM dimension.
Domains

Zones

Layers

(Bulk) Generation
Transmission

Market
Enterprise (central IT)

Distribution
DER
Customer

Operation (central real-time items)
Station
Field
Process (the actual network assets)

Business (architecture)
Function (functional elements and
services)
Information (data flows/models)
Communications
Component (physical architecture)

When documenting the SGAM, it is left to diagram authors to determine how to present the domains, zones and layers.
Usually the domains are depicted as vertical columns and zones as horizontal rows, with the contents of each layer then
drawn on separate diagrams. In some cases, multiple layers can be depicted on the same diagram.
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3.3.2

Active Response overview

In Figure 2 below, the SGAM layer captions across the top provide a key to the standard SGAM colouring. This diagram
also shows how the main components of several other related innovation projects would fit in conjunction with the Active
Response solution.
GT

Function

Information

Distribution

Component

DER

Cust

Mkt

Distribution
Planning
Tools

Contingency
Analysis

Data
Historian

Investment
Planning
Tools

Enterprise

Enterprise
Asset
Management
Systems

Power
Potential
Platform

Forecasting
(near-term)

State
Estimation

Real-time
Power Flow

Optimisation

ADMS (PowerOn)

Operation

Advanced Automation and Optimisation System
Real-time
Thermal
Ratings

LV Network Model
S F

Quad
Booster

SOP

HV

PowerFul CB

LV CB
SPB
SST

Unified Power
Flow Controller

Smart
Link Box

Secondary
substation

LV
Smart device
Measurement location
New solution

Controllable
DERs/DSR

Process

Primary
substations

Information
Control
Scope of other projects

Figure 2 – Active Response solution overview

The core part of this solution, the advanced automation and optimisation system, will be developed within UK Power
Networks’ ANM platform which covers multiple projects in addition to Active Response. A more detailed depiction of the
solution is shown in Figure 14 (see section 8.1).
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The project team has provided both functional and non-functional requirements pertinent to Active Response as part of
the ANM procurement. In functional terms, Active Response will optimise the configuration of the HV and LV distribution
networks through the remote control of PEDs and open points installed within the network. The primary objective of the
optimisation will be to maximise the utilisation of spare capacity within the network in order to avoid, defer or minimise
reinforcement.
Whilst the Active Response trials focus principally on real-time, ‘online’ control (as shown in the SGAM operation and
process zones), the ultimate deployment of the Active Response techniques will also require supporting facilities to be
provided for key ‘offline’ functions shown in the enterprise zone, in particular the key distribution and infrastructure
planning processes that inform network reinforcement decisions. For this reason, the project team has also considered
what additional facilities these users would need to enable the use of Active Response techniques to be investigated,
planned and managed over the relevant planning horizons and across the whole of their operational lifetimes.
The key new real-time functions within the advanced automation and optimisation system are:

Forecasting

State
estimation

Power flow
solver

Contingency
analysis

Optimisation

The purpose of the forecasting function is to compute accurate demand and generation data for use in calculating power
flows over the immediate time horizon (within 24 hours). This data ensures optimisation decisions account for future
network states which will reduce the number of switching actions performed throughout the day. Operational forecasting
techniques have been used in some innovation projects, however, integrating the outputs from HV and LV forecasts into
optimisation will require new interfaces and may require new algorithms to forecast smaller scale generation.
State estimation will be used to estimate measurement values for points on the network where no real-time or historical
measurement values are available or where values appear suspect due to transducer or data acquisition failures. Over
the years, this technology has been proven on transmission networks and more recently demonstrated in innovation
projects on extra high voltage (EHV) networks, where real-time data is readily available. These solutions have not been
demonstrated when taking a holistic approach to analysing HV and LV networks and new techniques and approaches
are required to analyse networks with limited availability of real-time data.
Power flow solvers calculate the actual or projected power flow within the network based on current, historical or forecast
loadings and embedded generation inputs. Traditionally, network operators have performed offline power flow studies
where several manual adjustments are required in order to create a converging power flow solution. More recently, some
innovation projects have demonstrated real-time power flow calculations – although these have tended to be isolated to
single voltage levels or at EHV. The holistic approach across HV and LV networks requires new solutions to be
developed.
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The contingency analysis function calculates the power flow results under various contingency scenarios which might be
considered as potential faults which occur on the system. It will be important that the optimisation solution considers the
impact of various contingencies and does not recommend network configurations which put the network at risk.
The optimisation function computes the most effective running arrangement for the network, including the optimal levels
of power transfers through the SOPs and SPBs, and sends appropriate instructions to the ADMS which controls the
network assets to achieve these new running arrangements.
These modules work together to correct or estimate parameters that are not available, calculate real-time power flow,
forecast demand over a pre-determined operational horizon and issue set-points via the ADMS to control the PEDs in
the network in order to achieve the objectives of Active Response. Further details of the Active Response solution are
provided in the subsequent sections of this report.
3.4 Open items
Over the first few months of the project the team has made significant progress in identifying requirements and detailing
design decisions. However, there remain some key open items which will be addressed in the detailed design phase.
The following areas have been identified as key areas to focus on:


Detailed formulae for optimisation algorithms (see section 9.2) and their data requirements (see Appendix B)



The extent to which enrichment of the ADMS network master data is needed and the appropriate Information
Communication Technology (ICT) architecture to deliver this (see section 8.1.3)



Whether state estimation should be performed in the ANM platform or within the ADMS (see section 8.1.1.1)



The data to be used for, and the granularity of, load/export values for LV power flow models (see section 7.5)



Exactly how load/export values for near-term forecasting will be generated (see section 8.1.1.5)



The intervals at which short-term forecasts are required (section 8.1.1.5)



How real-time fault level studies will be coordinated so the results are consistent across voltage levels and reflect
current generation levels on the network (see Appendix A.1.7)



Exactly when and how to recommence optimisation after a fault, and the need to clarify the hierarchy between
automatic restoration and the optimisation solution (see section 6.3.3)



The exact impact Active Response will have on outage planning (see Appendix A.1.11)



The polling frequencies required for the sites within optimisation schemes (see section 8.2.1)



Communications to be used to reach devices at remote LV sites (e.g. link box sites) (see section 8.2.2)



What knowledge the Active Response solution needs of individual protection settings (see Appendix A.1.4)
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4.

Incorporating learnings from other Ofgem funded innovation projects

A study of other innovation projects was conducted to ensure that Active Response can utilise prior experience of similar
projects or deployments to help identify shared challenges and lessons learned, and identify ongoing projects to engage
with, through the project’s knowledge dissemination activities. The following paragraphs highlight some of the key
learning points from other projects that Active Response has considered in the high-level specification of the advanced
automation solution. This section also highlights the additional learning that will be achieved in Active Response.
Although UK Power Networks’ Kent Active System Management (KASM) project did not consider network optimisation
or automated switching, it examined several aspects of forecasting, state estimation and real-time power flow modelling
which are the foundation of the advanced optimisation automation solution. KASM highlighted the importance of master
data management when designing scalable solutions, and this has been considered in the design specification of
the Active Response solution.
Projects such as Power Potential (a joint National Grid and UK Power Networks project) and Electricity North West’s
Smart Street project are deploying an optimisation system. Although Power Potential is still in the build phase of the
software solution, it has highlighted the importance of data quality when performing optimisation. The learnings
from Smart Street have highlighted that the data architecture employed in the project was not an optimum solution for
BaU operation.
When considering network automation solutions, several projects have been conducted including SPEN’s FlexNet project
and UK Power Networks’ Flexible Urban Networks – LV (FUN-LV) project.
FlexNet highlighted the importance of being able to easily identify sites which are suitable for deployment of
automation solutions, and that tools to identify suitable sites would be extremely beneficial to network planners. Active
Response will ensure that decision support tools are developed to ensure network planners can easily identify locations
that may benefit from network automation.
The FUN-LV project highlighted the importance of communication between field devices and control systems.
Although improving the reliability of communications is important, the Active Response solution needs to be able to deal
with lost communication between sites/devices and the control system. The project recommended that future
deployments ensure users can remotely determine key device operating status and firmware information. It also
recommended building visualisation tools that show key performance indicators, to allow for easy identification of
any issues during the project and to help quantify the benefits of installing the new solution.
UK Power Networks has deployed an Automated Power Restoration System (APRS), a solution which automatically
restores the network by reconfiguring open points to ensure the maximum number of customers are restored following a
fault. This automation scheme highlighted the importance of safe operation of the network. The proposed
reconfigurations must take account of network boundaries and not consider network meshing across them.
More generally, these projects highlighted the importance of early stakeholder engagement to ensure the proposed
solutions align with business strategies and requirements. They also highlighted that, where feasible, projects should
build on existing systems rather than introducing new systems, as this will ensure a smoother transition to BaU.
Whilst these projects demonstrated similar techniques to those proposed in Active Response, the solutions required in
Active Response are distinct and require additional challenging innovation; an example is the prioritisation of automated
control actions when using third party provided network services. This becomes a significant challenge when combined
with the impact of regular automated network switching. Understanding the network configuration will be unpredictable,
and performing a switching schedule or operating a flexibility contract is complicated by the potentially unknown network
arrangement. All this must be carried out while ensuring the safety of those working on or near the network.
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In addition, the algorithms required to correctly forecast and optimise networks at both HV and LV in close to real time
are anticipated to be complex and require significant innovative thinking to successfully implement and trial. These
technologies therefore represent a technical and operational risk to the project.
Throughout this document we have highlighted key learnings to be considered when capturing the requirements, design
considerations and solution architecture. The project team recognises the importance of learning from other projects
and of sharing learning developed throughout Active Response. As a result, the team will continue to engage with
ongoing innovation projects being completed by other DNOs and share learnings from Active Response through various
media including deliverable reports, conference presentations and technical workshops.
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5.

Summary of use cases

This section describes the functional use cases for the Active Response solution in a BaU context. These use cases
identify the individual steps that will be taken by UK Power Networks’ Planning and Operations teams in using the solution
when it is rolled into BaU. The use cases were developed following in-depth consultations with stakeholders within UK
Power Networks and define the project team’s understanding of the key business processes relevant to Active Response
and how its deliverables fit into and enhance these processes.
Use cases are an important tool for model-driven development and a means of describing both the engineering and ICT
solution design for Active Response. In addition, the use case models should clearly identify the engineering steps
required to deploy the methods used by the project. Use cases describe a sequence of actions, including any variants
that a system can perform when interacting with actors of the system. They identify any prerequisites and the trigger
which initiates execution of the use case. Use cases describe the functionality and requirements with respect to the
needs of the actors. Through use case design, requirements to deliver the project outcomes are established. The use
cases will underpin future detailed design artefacts that are necessary to implement and deploy the methods within Active
Response.
Actors of the systems can be classified as human users (or their roles within an organisation), software algorithms,
databases, or hardware involved or affected by the use case. All actors must be objects that generate or use data. Each
actor will have specific goals they wish to achieve by using the system.
Conceptually, the relationship between actors, use cases and requirements is shown in Figure 3.

Actors

Uses

Use Cases

Validate and Confirm

Identify

Requirements

Figure 3 – Actors, use cases and requirements

A ‘validate-and-confirm’ feedback loop enables the project team to confirm its understanding of the key business
processes and to ensure requirements are accurately identified to fulfil the use cases. The Active Response project has
used this approach extensively in deriving functional, non-functional and data requirements for the solution, as
documented in the high-level summaries in section 6.
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5.1 Active Response objectives
The overall aim of the methods comprising Active Response is to release latent network capacity to allow new load and/or
generation connections or support the growth of existing connections, whilst minimising the need for reinforcement. This
may be achieved by optimising network configuration (by opening and closing switches on the HV and LV networks) and
by managing power flows using PEDs. The approach is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4 below.

Inputs
• Current Power
Flows
• Network
Configuration
• Estimate Unknown
Network
Parameters
• Forecast Loadings

Process
• Analyse Network
• Reconfigure
Network
• Actively Manage
Power Flows

Output
• Optimise Network
Capacity

Figure 4 – Flow diagram of the Active Response project

5.2 Actors
Following consultation with stakeholders in UK Power Networks, the project team has identified the key actors listed as
participants in the Active Response solution:














Control engineers (operational team)
Distribution planners
Infrastructure planners
Outage planners
Operational planners (new Distribution System Operator (DSO) role)
Field engineers (field teams)
The optimisation platform
The Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS)
Protection equipment and systems
Automated restoration schemes
Remote terminal units (RTUs)
Intelligent device controllers, in particular those controlling the PEDs
The PEDs

The roles of these actors are explained in the following paragraphs as other DNOs might have different names for these
functions.
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Control engineers control and operate the network. Their objectives are to minimise supply disruptions for customers
and to respond to system faults in the network reported by the ADMS or customers. They have responsibilities to ensure
the network is always operated in a safe condition and to carry out agreed switching schedules to make sections of the
network safe when work is required there. Control engineers will manage the field engineers and contractors by issuing
and cancelling permits to work. Their key interactions are with the ADMS, to receive information about the network and
make changes to the network configuration. They interact with distribution planners to report any constant fuse
operations or manage the network when connecting a new customer, and infrastructure planners to identify any
transformers or feeders approaching their firm capacities.
Distribution planners are responsible for designing how to accommodate new connection requests within the existing
HV and LV networks. They are also responsible for identifying any immediate reinforcement work that will be required
to enable the network to accommodate particular connection requests, while still maintaining network integrity and
continuity of supply within the limits imposed by planning standards such as Engineering Recommendation P2/6, which
describes the security of supply required for different group demands and the time required to restore supplies after a
network fault has occurred. Once a connection request has been accepted, the outage planners determine when
necessary work can be carried out safely and the control engineers reconfigure the system to allow the new customer to
be connected.
Infrastructure planners are concerned with strategic planning and development of the network, over a number of
planning horizons, to prepare for future growth of generation and load. They identify parts of the network, typically from
the Grid Supply Point (GSP) to the primary substation, which require upgrading due to ageing assets or predicted load
growth (e.g. major planned developments) and develop a business case to replace those assets. In general,
infrastructure planners will also manage new connections made directly to the 132kV and 33kV networks. As each
investment project is carried out, the outage planners determine how to schedule the commissioning work, and when
this occurs, the control engineers reconfigure the network to enable and then incorporate the changes.
Outage planners plan for system outages when network maintenance or upgrades are required. They are passed work
plans from the capital delivery teams, who require specific outages, and then the outage planners design switching
schedules for the required works. They perform contingency analysis to take account of potential network faults during
the planned outage and are responsible for scheduling outages so that maximum security of supply is maintained.
Operational planner is a new role envisaged for the future, when DNOs will become DSOs. Actors in this role will
manage the market mechanisms that DSOs will use to buy services required to operate the network within its constraints
and manage the selling of DSO services to the Transmission System Operator (TSO). Any required changes to the
optimisation schemes would be managed by the operational planners. This includes the refinement of algorithms and
optimisation parameters and the implementation of new schemes.
Field engineers set up new equipment connected to the network and check it is operating correctly. They check that all
connections to the equipment are correct for both the electrical connections and the data connections, and that the
equipment is both sending and receiving all of the necessary data. The ADMS is used by control engineers to visualise
the output of the hardware and other self-diagnostic tools are available to check or highlight to the field engineer any
incorrect connections.
The optimisation platform performs the necessary calculations to determine the running arrangement of the network
and operate the intelligent PEDs. To do this, it requires information about the equipment in the network, the voltages on
the network and the power flowing through it. This function is part of the wider DNO/DSO ANM system.
The ADMS is the interface between the physical assets in the network and the control engineers. It also carries out
some autonomous operations, such as automated restoration after faults, which it may perform when information about
an outage is received.
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The protection equipment constantly monitors the network to detect fault currents or mal-operation of the network. If
any are detected, protection device(s) operate to disconnect the faulted section of network.
Automated restoration schemes operate after the protection has cleared the fault to restore healthy sections of the
network once the protection has isolated the faulted conductor section or asset.
RTUs are hardware devices that allow substation equipment to communicate with the ADMS. They act as the substation
gateway and in future will incorporate routers to coordinate the substation data network. The latest RTU technology has
programmable logic capability, allowing tasks to be defined in detail to account for different scenarios and environmental
circumstances.
Intelligent device controllers are situated within controllable devices and can make their own decisions or follow
instructions from the ADMS.
The actors identified above have been aggregated and summarised in the use cases below in order to focus on key
operational and planning functional areas required for Active Response. Figure 5 shows the interactions between the
actors relevant to Active Response. There are other actors that may interact – for example, a contractor may install or
maintain equipment and interact with the field engineers.

Figure 5 – Active Response Actors
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5.3 Functional use case structure
5.3.1

Team process flows

The use cases have been structured and grouped into clusters to represent the different BaU activities for the following
UK Power Networks teams that will use the Active Response methods:


UK Power Networks’ Operations teams – including outage planners, control engineers, field engineers, the
optimisation platform, the ADMS, RTUs and Intelligent Device Controllers. This cluster of use cases deals with
the operation of Active Response and its response to network events including planned outages and faults.



UK Power Networks’ Planning teams – including distribution planners, infrastructure planners and outage
planners. This cluster of use cases deals with the activities to connect new customers to the network, network
investment planning and resolving identified network issues.



UK Power Networks’ Delivery teams – including the handover from the planning teams listed above. Required
actors are field engineers, control engineers, the optimisation platform, the ADMS, RTUs and Intelligent Device
Controllers. This cluster of use cases deals with the activities of installing the Active Response solution and
commissioning both the hardware and software.

Use case process flow charts have been detailed for the teams above, mirroring existing business processes and good
practice. Additional steps are included to show how the Active Response solution components would be evaluated as
part of an existing or new process, and the detailed steps required for implementation. For completeness, definitions of
all impacted teams are included in this report. However, as its main objective is to describe the high-level design for the
real-time advanced automation solution, only the use cases for the operational team are expanded upon below.
5.3.2

Use case diagram notation

In the use case diagrams, Unified Modelling Language (UML) notation is used:


Include: when behaviour is similar across more than one use case

Base Use
Case


<< include >>

Generalisation: when one use case is similar to another but with added steps/functionality while still satisfying
the same goal

General Use
Case

Alternative
Use Case


Base Use
Case to
Include

Extend: similar to generalisation but with more rules to it; the base use case must declare certain extension
points and the extending use case adds behaviour at those points

Extension
Use Case

<< extend >>

Base Use Case
<< extension >>

Each ellipse in the use case diagram represents one use case with one specific goal.
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5.3.3

Operations teams functional use cases

The Operations teams are primarily focused on operating and monitoring the network 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, ensuring continuity of supply in normal operations, restoration of supply following fault conditions, and safe and
secure establishment of planned outages to enable work on the network to be carried out. The Active Response solution
will introduce a new automated software component into the centralised control environment and new PEDs into the decentralised network. These components will operate in tandem with existing tools, such as the ADMS and automated
protection and service restoration tools, and will have an impact on the configuration, status and operation of the network
on a day-to-day basis. Consequently, there are key use cases that need to be understood that codify the impact of these
devices and tools in terms of the network control environment.
The Operations team role is expected to expand with the advent of DSO capability. In the DSO landscape, this team will
be responsible for forecasting and managing the use of DER and smart network devices. The use cases for the Active
Response solution have been detailed with this expanded role in mind.
The following key use cases have been identified for this stakeholder group:












Visualisation of Active Response statistics
Planned network outage
Faults on the HV network
Faults on the LV network
Faults on the SOP/SPB
Enabling the SOP/SPB
Disabling the SOP/SPB
Network Optimise (HV) – see Figure 6
Network Optimise (LV) – see Figure 7
Primary Connect – see Figure 8
Active Response, combining Network Optimise (HV and LV) and Primary Connect

Though not exhaustive, the above list captures the key use cases that will enable control engineers to monitor the
decisions made by the automated software solution and intervene where necessary to ensure continuity of supply under
both normal and fault conditions.
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Figure 6 – Network Optimise (HV)
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Figure 7 – Network Optimise (LV)
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Figure 8 – Primary Connect

5.3.4

Solution Scenarios

A number of “solution scenarios” inherent in the use cases have been identified and listed in Table 5. These detail the
individual elements of the Active Response solution and their requirements and actions under various operating
circumstances.
Network Optimise

Primary Connect (SPB)

SOP

Forecasting the LV network loading
Forecasting the HV network loading
Forecasting the Primary substation
loading
Identify the optimal running
arrangement of the LV network
Identify the optimal running
arrangement of the HV network
HV NOP Optimisation (Radial LV)
HV NOP Optimisation (Meshed LV)
HV NOP Optimisation (Radial LV
with SOPs)
HV NOP Optimisation (Meshed LV
with SOPs)
HV NOP Optimisation across an HV
boundary (radial LV)

Entering Low Power Standby mode
Leaving Low Power Standby mode
Transformer Equalisation (between
different radial networks)
Voltage Equalisation

Entering Low Power Standby mode
Leaving Low Power Standby mode
Transformer Equalisation (between
different radial networks)
Transformer Equalisation (between
different meshed networks)
Voltage Equalisation

Follow Set Point
Fault Ride Through (LV)
Fault Ride Through (HV)
Fault between SPB terminals and
network transformer
SPB Fault

Voltage support
Power Factor Correction
Balance Phases
Control Fault Level of a meshed
network
Fault Ride Through (LV)
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Network Optimise

Primary Connect (SPB)

HV NOP Optimisation across an HV
boundary (meshed LV)
HV NOP Optimisation across an HV
boundary (radial LV with SOPs)
HV NOP Optimisation across an HV
boundary (meshed LV with SOPs)
LV Meshing using link box switches
Network Faults
Active Response equipment faults

SOP
Fault Ride Through (HV)
Fault between SOP terminals and
network transformer
SOP Fault
Follow Set Point

Table 3 – Solution scenarios

This is not an exhaustive list and more scenarios will be developed throughout the project. Learnings from the different
trials will be incorporated into the use cases and use case scenarios.
5.4 Conclusion
This section has outlined the use cases that have been identified to understand how the various actors’ business needs
translate into solution requirements. It has described the process flows for the BaU users of Active Response in terms
of multiple groups of use cases. It has also detailed solution functionality use cases that consider the requirements for
each aspect of the Active Response equipment.
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6.

High-level requirements for the Active Response software solution

The following sections highlight the functional requirements, non-functional requirements and constraints within the
existing operating environment. The requirements and constraints have been identified following several workshops with
stakeholders, including control engineers, network planners, outage planners and control system engineers.
For further details of the functional and non-functional requirements, see Appendix A. For reference, a data catalogue
has also been provided in Appendix B.
6.1 Functional requirements
In order to achieve the objectives of the Active Response project, the solution will deliver additional functionality to provide
the following outcomes:





Seamless interoperation with existing BaU control and planning systems (where this is both feasible and
necessary to achieve the aims of the Active Response project)
Increased flexibility in reconfiguring the network to adapt to changing demand profiles
Faster connection of distributed generation (such as LCTs), to be achieved by release of spare capacity
Improved methods and tools to enable planners to defer network reinforcement safely and effectively

Lessons Learnt: Previous projects have highlighted the importance of early engagement with end users and key
stakeholders to ensure solutions fulfil the needs of end users and, most notably, satisfy the necessary ICT and cyber
security requirements to enable easier transition into BaU once the project has completed.
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The following section provides a high-level overview of the functional requirements for the Active Response software
solution, including the real-time advanced automation and optimisation platform and offline support tools required for
network planners. Detailed descriptions are provided in Appendix A.
Optimisation
• The real-time solution must determine the best running and power feeding arrangements for a
particular condition - for example, maximise capacity or minimise losses.
Asset control and coordination
• The real-time solution architecture must ensure that the Active Response solution and the ADMS
operate harmoniously and do not conflict in recommended actions.
Protection
• The real-time solution must ensure existing protection schemes continue to operate as intended.
Power flow modelling
• The real-time solution must compute accurate timely real-time and near-future network states.
State estimation
• The real-time solution must utilise estimation techniques where data quality/availability is poor.
Contingency analysis
• The real-time solution must be able to perform contingency analysis in real time and consider
contingencies in the optimisation.
Short-term forecasting
• The real-time solution must produce accurate forecasts for future power flows.
Fault level calculations
• The real-time solution must reflect the real-time generation occuring on the network when
calculating fault levels. The optimisation must consider fault levels when suggesting network
configurations or PED actions.
HV and LV network differences
• The real-time solution must consider LV networks being unbalanced across the phases.
ADMS interface
• The real-time solution must process industry standard SCADA protocol messaging and standard
CIM inputs when building the real-time network model.
Operational Planning (new role)
• The offline planning solutions must consider managing the optimisation solution performance on a
day-to-day basis.
Network planning
• The offline planning solutions must ensure network planners can easily decide when/where it is
appropriate to propose solutons.
Equipment commissioning
• The online and offline solutions must ensure new hardware can be efficiently commissioned.
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6.2 Non-functional requirements
The Active Response solution needs to operate in a mission critical BaU environment. Consequently, the non-functional
requirements need to reflect this and ensure that Active Response solution components robustly support UK Power
Networks’ business in managing the distribution network. With that in mind, the advanced automation and optimisation
solution will need to consider the following:

Processing power
• The solution must have sufficient processing power to perform real-time and near-future optimisation
calculations rapidly to meet the control timescale requirements of the PEDs.
Storage capacity
• The solution must have sufficient capacity to hold the data of the entire HV and LV networks.
Availability
• The solution must have resilient architecture and be available 24/7.
Scalability
• The solution must be scalable to wider schemes beyond trials.
Safety
• The solution must have fail-safe functionality which prevents compromises to network safety.
Security
• The solution must comply with all UK Power Networks security standards.
Recovery
• The solution must incorporate disaster recovery capability.
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6.3 Constraints of the existing environment
When considering requirements for the advanced optimisation and automation solution, it is important to consider the
existing operating environment. Three key aspects of the existing operating environment to consider are: the capabilities
of the ADMS, the existing communication networks, and existing automatic restoration schemes.
6.3.1

ADMS

UK Power Networks’ ADMS is responsible for the control and monitoring of all aspects of UK Power Networks’ distribution
networks down to and including secondary substations and any other points on the LV networks where automated
equipment is installed. The new real-time Active Response solution components, including the advanced automation
and optimisation system, must all therefore be fully integrated with the ADMS to ensure the overall solution is fully
coherent.
Achieving this will require careful collaboration with the UK Power Networks teams that support and maintain the ADMS.
There is only a finite rate at which functional changes can be implemented within ADMS because:
1. all changes have to be thoroughly tested to ensure they can be safely introduced into this mission critical system;
and
2. changes that involve software platform enhancements by the product supplier General Electric (GE) often require
significant turnaround times to develop and factory test.
Whilst the commissioning of new equipment on the network (e.g. additional RTUs and network monitoring) can be done
efficiently as this is a standard BaU process, the introduction of new types of equipment or new monitoring regimes does
require initial changes to configure the diagram symbol and data templates required for these new components – though
in most cases these do not require platform software enhancements.
6.3.2

Communications networks

UK Power Networks operates separate control/SCADA (OT) and office (IT) communications networks with any traffic
passing between these networks strictly controlled by firewalls.
The real-time Active Response solution components, including the advanced automation and optimisation, will all be
connected onto the SCADA network.
The principal function of the control/SCADA network is to support the communications between the central OT systems,
including the ADMS, and the remote devices which monitor and control the distribution networks.
The PEDs and automated LV switches that will be used in the Active Response solution must therefore be connected
into this SCADA network.
An RTU is installed at every remote site on the SCADA network and is used to concentrate and orchestrate all the data
traffic that passes between that site and the ADMS. The latest RTU versions enable additional monitoring equipment
and/or controllers to be connected as local slave devices below these RTUs. Active Response will therefore take
advantage of this facility to connect the PED and LV switchgear controllers to UK Power Networks’ SCADA network.
UK Power Networks maintains a range of detailed standard specifications for different sizes/kinds of RTU and has put in
place arrangements that allow units complying with these specifications to be procured from multiple suppliers. The
‘Type E’ RTU specification has been identified as appropriate for use with connected Active Response equipment.
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Within substation sites, UK Power Networks now uses Internet Protocol (IP) over Ethernet communications to link the
various control and intelligent devices used in new installations. The Active Response device controllers will therefore
need to support this method.
UK Power Networks prefers one industry-standard SCADA protocol, although other protocols can be used in addition
where appropriate. A range of (SCADA) Asset Management tools is being developed and implemented in this manner
to enable device hardware and configuration settings to be collected into a central Configuration Management Database
(CMDB) server.
6.3.3

Automated restoration schemes

UK Power Networks has implemented two automated restoration mechanisms within the ADMS:


APRS – this restores sections of the HV network following a primary circuit breaker (CB) trip, using the fault
passage indicators to identify the section of faulted 11kV cable and then isolating the faulted section by opening
the RMU switches. It then reconfigures the 11kV network to reconnect as many customers as possible within
one minute



PORT – this performs similar restorations at the primary substation level by reconfiguring the primary bus bars
after a bus bar fault or transformer outage

These mechanisms use the telecontrolled switches on the EHV and HV networks to restore as many customers as
possible automatically within one minute of an outage caused by a network fault. For example, for a primary CB trip,
APRS will do the following as soon as the protection has finished operation:
1. Obtain fault indicator readings from the affected HV feeder to identify how far down the feeder the actual fault is
2. Isolate the faulted feeder section by operating ring switches to the nearest adjacent secondary substations that
have telecontrolled switchgear
3. Reclose the primary CB to restore the substations above the faulty section of the feeder
4. Close one or more NOP switches to backfeed the substations below the faulty section
It is essential that the behaviour of the Active Response solution components safely accommodates the above operations
after a fault occurs. The SPB is only able to connect to the HV network when the voltage angle and magnitude difference
across the terminals of the device are within the specification of the device. A fault on the HV network will probably cause
the voltage phase angle and magnitude differences between the SPB’s terminals to be greater than its rating. When this
occurs, the SPB will quickly disconnect from the network. It is expected that the SPB will disconnect before the Fault
Passage Indicators (FPIs) have operated, although directional FPIs may be required on the HV circuits which have an
SPB.
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7.

Key design considerations

This section discusses the following engineering considerations for the Active Response solution design:


The control approach for the Active Response solution



The primary data flows between the control system and the controlled devices



Asset guarding



Switching of conventional equipment



LV power flow modelling



IT/OT design considerations

These aspects are presented and discussed in detail in the Active Response Engineering Concept Design document. A
copy is available on request.
7.1 Control approach for the Active Response solution
Selection of the control architecture of the Active Response software solution was a key design decision that had to be
made early in the project because it influences the design of various other aspects, including the IT/OT architecture, how
data flows between the various actors and how the hardware devices interact with the IT/OT systems. This section
discusses:
1. The principles that were considered when comparing the conceptual design options
2. The conceptual design options that were considered
3. The option that was selected, with the reasons for this decision
7.1.1

Design principles

To meet the requirements captured in section 6, the following high-level design principles were established to evaluate
the various options for the approach to control the Active Response software solution:


It must be integrated with the existing IT/OT systems of UK Power Networks, but also integrate easily with those
of other DNOs, whilst minimising changes required to the BaU systems, especially the ADMS.



It should be flexible to allow connection and easy configuration of various types of hardware devices (some of
which might not yet have been developed).



State-space estimation and load flow calculations should be performed in the Active Response solution (to
maximise potential for implementation by other DNOs), or failing that, the ADMS.



The volume of data transmitted through the system should be minimised to reduce latency issues and maximise
potential for BaU roll-out of the solution on a large scale (i.e. across entire licence areas).



The system must continue operating in the event of a communication failure.



The control approach must support stable operation of the network area where an Active Response solution has
been deployed.

The control options are discussed in section 7.1.2 and compared according to these principles.
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7.1.2

Discussion of control options considered

Four control options were considered for the Active Response solution:
1. Centralised
2. Decentralised/distributed agent
3. Cellular
4. Cellular-hierarchical
These are discussed in the paragraphs below, where the following abbreviations are used in the figures:


LB: Link box



M: Measurement device



RMU: Ring main unit



RTU: Remote terminal unit



SOP: Soft open point



SPB: Soft power bridge



SST: Solid state transformer

It should be noted that SSTs are being developed in the LV Engine and are not within the scope of Active Response.
7.1.2.1 Centralised architecture
Centralised architecture is where all the information from the field is passed over the communications network to a central
processing unit (CPU). A conceptual diagram of the design is provided in Figure 9 where the CPU is shown as the
Advanced Automation and Optimisation System and contains all the intelligence to make the control decisions.
Optimisation in the Active
Response Software
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Figure 9 – Conceptual diagram of a centralised architecture for the Active Response solution

In a centralised design, the CPU has visibility of all the hardware devices and the electrical network to inform the decisionmaking process. After processing, a decision is made and instructions are passed from the central location, through the
communications network to the field devices.
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It is important to understand that only the central systems (ADMS and the advanced automation and optimisation system)
will hold accurate data on all the switch states for the following reasons:
a. Many of the switches on the HV network lack SCADA indications. The majority can only be operated by field
engineers and their states have to be updated by manual dressing of the schematic diagram in the control room
when this is done.
b. Similarly, LV switchgear does not have SCADA indications except where telecontrolled LV switchgear is
installed.
c.

From time to time SCADA indications fail – this is dealt with by the control engineers temporarily disabling the
affected SCADA inputs and manually dressing state changes to the affected switchgear.

A centralised solution requires a reliable communications connection and any loss of communications could prevent the
solution from operating. Each field device may only be sending and receiving a small amount of data. If there are
hundreds of devices installed, the centralised solution may have to send and receive a large amount of data.
7.1.2.2 Decentralised architecture
In a decentralised design, the decision making is undertaken by multiple CPUs, as shown in Figure 10. Information is
passed between distributed CPUs to optimise the operation of the network.

Figure 10 – Conceptual diagram of decentralised architecture for the Active Response solution

In a decentralised design, decision making is undertaken by the field devices and within the PEDs. The field devices
would collect all the information they require to perform their functions and information would be shared among the
devices to ensure coordination.
The decentralised approach might require reduced communication bandwidth for the measurement data as not all of the
data would need to be passed to a central point, with the communication load being more evenly distributed over the
network. In practice, however, all or most of the relevant measurement points would still need to be collected centrally
for historical storage in the SCADA historian and required centrally for display on the control diagrams, meaning the
actual savings from avoiding transmission of measurement data to the central location could be small.
However, any information about changes in the network topology and connectivity might need to be passed from the
control system to the local devices. This could be a large amount of information and would need additional, more complex
protocols to be implemented on all the RTUs where this facility would be required. Other disadvantages include the
coordination between the different devices, leading to network stability issues. With limited visibility of the full network,
distributed agents could implement contradictory actions, resulting in suboptimal network states.
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7.1.2.3 Cellular architecture
The cellular approach is a hybrid of the centralised and distributed designs which seeks to draw on the advantages of
each, but there are compromises that need to be made. The network is divided into cells and each cell contains a local
controller with control and oversite of multiple devices. The cells would connect between the smart device and the ADMS.
The existing RTU network would remain to collect data from the secondary substations and operate the switches in the
RMUs. This is shown conceptually in Figure 11.

Figure 11 – Conceptual diagram of cellular architecture for the Active Response solution

The local controllers, shown above as the “Advanced Automation and Optimisation System” blocks, collect information
from small sections of the network for which they operate as central controllers, making local decisions about how to
operate the equipment in their defined area. The local controllers share information with their peers and optimise the
operation of the network. Adopting this approach, however, would entail significant changes to UK Power Networks’
current SCADA architecture.
7.1.2.4 Cellular-hierarchical
In a cellular-hierarchical approach, the cellular model is extended into multiple layers, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 – Conceptual diagram of cellular-hierarchical architecture for the Active Response solution
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The network is divided into cells, where each cell contains a local controller. An upper layer, consisting of a supervisory
controller, manages multiple cells (only two are shown in Figure 12 for simplicity) and has an overview of the decision
space of each cell. The supervisory controller exchanges information between the cells and sends set-points to the cells
to ensure coordination between the devices. Again, this approach would involve significant SCADA architecture
changes.
7.1.3

Selected control approach: centralised architecture

Following consultation with UK Power Networks’ stakeholders, it was decided that a centralised approach would be
adopted, as shown in Figure 9. With this approach, information from the measurement devices passes through the RTUs
and the ADMS to the advanced automation and optimisation system, which will utilise optimisation algorithms to decide
how to configure the network and operate the PEDs. Control instructions are then passed through the ADMS to the field
devices.
This approach allows the control engineers to maintain visibility and control of the network, which aligns with UK Power
Networks’ current SCADA strategy. The control engineers or the ADMS can easily override the actions of the advanced
automation and optimisation system should it attempt to perform an unsafe action, if maintenance is required on the
network, or in the event of fault restoration.
The advanced automation and optimisation system will require detailed knowledge of the network, for example, feeder
locations, lengths of the lines, impedances and ratings of the assets. Passing network asset and state information to
field devices would be slow and is not supported by the SCADA protocol used by UK Power Networks. A centralised
approach only requires the network information to be kept centrally, with the ADMS and the optimisation module keeping
each other’s data up to date via interfaces across fast data centre LAN connections, using alternative protocols which
are designed for this purpose.
7.2 High-level information flows
The data flows in the network depend on the control approach and where the decision making is undertaken. In a
centralised control system, state data flows from the field devices to a central location, while control requests flow from
the central location back to the field devices. In a distributed system, by contrast, the data flows from one node to
another. Measurement information and information about the asset utilisation can be passed from node to node.
The key real-time data flows will be based on a centralised solution and are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13 – High-level data flows
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The optimisation algorithm requires information from the network about the power flows and current running
arrangements. This includes the network topology, feeder ratings and impedances, and switches which can and cannot
be operated. Outputs from the optimisation include the optimal running arrangement of the network and the operation
settings for the PEDs.
The PEDs and other intelligent devices can perform simple calculations to determine modes of operation. Any calculation
of power transfer will require information about the power flows in the network. The PEDs are only able to measure
voltages locally – any other information about power flows within the network must arrive remotely from external sensors.
The switching devices inherently have little computational ability and, apart from protection device trips, require
commands either from the ADMS or via local operation to open and close. RTUs can perform calculations and execute
logic directed tasks and could be used to autonomously open and close the switches on the RMUs.
The high-level data flows have been numbered in Figure 13 and are defined below:
1. Measurement data will be passed from the field devices, both measurement and PEDs, through UK Power
Networks’ SCADA network to the ADMS. The optimisation platform will use this information to understand the
power flows within the network.
2. Other network information, including the feeder connections, feeder lengths and feeder impedances, will be
passed from the ADMS to the advanced automation and optimisation system.
3. Instructions to the PED will be passed back through the SCADA network via the ADMS.
4. Requested changes to running arrangements will be passed to the ADMS as a series of switching commands
and the ADMS will reconfigure the HV and LV networks.
5. The PEDs will internally measure the network voltage at their terminals and in the future they will have access
to high-frequency data about any devices connected to the same RTU network. The information flow for some
substation measurements will not leave the substation network, so is represented as moving from the
measurement sensor, through the RTU to the PED.
Any PEDs requiring network information from a remote substation connected to a different RTU will receive this data
through the ADMS. The information will be sent through the SCADA network to the ADMS which will then host a rule to
relay the information back to the RTU with the PED requiring the information.
7.3 Asset guarding
When network assets such as transformers, cables, switchgear and other network items are heavily loaded, damage can
occur that shortens the operational lifetime of that asset, with the result that they require replacement sooner. Asset
guarding aims to protect network assets from damage when they operate outside of their limits.
Historically, assets have been protected against overload damage by:


System architecture and design



Predictable loads and patterns



Slow and notified load growth



Annual site inspections/MDI (Maximum Demand Indicator) readings



Very coarse overcurrent protection

The increase in LCTs means that much of this has changed or is about to change in unknown ways and timescales. The
use of PEDs in the distribution networks allows other assets to operate closer to their limits. PEDs quickly respond to
changes in network loading, preventing other assets from operating outside of their limits.
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Asset guarding requires monitoring of the network assets to understand the voltage and power flows. This information
is compared against the limits of the devices to determine if the devices are operating outside of their specification, where
an alarm can be raised to the ADMS or corrective actions taken to manage the voltages and power flows. Before
corrective action can be taken an understanding of all possible actions is required.
PEDs ‘push’ or ‘pull’ power in the network to release latent capacity. However, if an asset is not correctly monitored or
insufficient information about the network is known to calculate the voltages and power flows through the different
devices, releasing capacity in one section of the network could create a constraint in another.
Asset guarding can be deployed to prevent devices from operating outside of their limits due to changes in the network
load or generation, or deployed to prevent the PEDs from causing other constraints in the network. For example, if the
PEDs are equalising load across two transformers where the feeders connecting the PEDs to the transformers have a
limited capacity, asset guarding can be used to ensure the feeders are not operated outside of their thermal limits when
the transformer loads are equalised. It is noted that thermal limits are calculated based on delivering a pre-defined asset
lifetime. Operating the devices outside of their thermal limits will reduce their lifetimes.
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Asset guarding works by operating the following sequence in a loop.

Measure
Network power flows including their directions and node voltages

Calculate
Any unknown measurements to understand what is happening in the parts of the network which are
not monitored

Determine
Ratings of the assets in the network and compare the
measurement/calculations with the asset ratings

Asset ratings may be dynamic and depend on weather
conditions or on the usage history of the asset

Notify
About overloaded assets or assets which are at
risk of being overloaded

This includes both thermal and voltage
overloads

Understand
The capability of the active devices in the network (e.g. using SOPs to transfer power to equalise
the transformer loadings and reduce the loading on overloaded transformers)

Instruct
Reconfigure the network to ensure overloaded
assets/assets at risk of overloading are no longer
overloaded

The devices to change the operation OR

Check
That the instructed operation of the active devices has prevented the assets
at risk from being overloaded

Send alarm
If the active devices are not able to reduce the overloading in the network
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Asset guarding could be done either in the smart devices themselves, where they have the necessary information locally,
or in the central optimisation engine. For Active Response, it is likely that this will mostly need to be done centrally.
If there are no active devices in the network, asset guarding is only able to monitor and alarm when assets are operated
outside of their ratings.
7.4 Switching of existing conventional equipment
All switchgear on the network has been tested by the manufacturer to a predetermined number of operations – usually
between 2,000 and 5,000. Switchgear has an expected lifetime based on these numbers of switching operations. For
example, switchgear tested to 5,000 switching operations with a 25-year lifetime would be expected to operate, on
average, 200 switching operations per year (3-4 per week). Performing more switching operations would reduce the
lifetime of the equipment and thus necessitate early replacement. This would change the business case of a proposed
Active Response solution, and the replacement of the RMUs would therefore need to be costed into future deployments
of the solution.
Switchgear tested to only 5,000 operations will not (usually) fail on the 5001st operation. Individual assets could last for
10,000 operations or 20,000 operations. The total number of switching operations for switchgear is unknown.
Any switching equipment used in the Active Response solution should have a “switching budget” or cost of operation.
The optimisation algorithm would only reconfigure the network when there is a significant benefit to the network. The
cost of switching should be less than the cost of operating the network without switching the network. This will prevent
the network from being switched when there is only marginal benefit.
Switching budgets could be exhausted using one of the following options, depending on how the network power flows
change over time:


Continuously where there are the same number of switching operations per day



Seasonally where the number of switching operations changes depending on the season



Less predictably according to overriding network priorities at specific times

The Active Response project includes a research package, which the project team plans to procure. This will investigate
the impact of the increased number of switching operations on the various types and makes of equipment and the findings
will be incorporated into the design of the Active Response advanced optimisation and automation platform.
7.5 LV power flow modelling
The Smart Urban Low Voltage Networks (SULVN) project trialled the use of DPlan (a distribution planning tool) to model
unbalanced three-phase LV networks using LV substation feeder way data, kilowatt hour (kWh) metering data with
industry-standard profiles and the available smart link box data. The project showed that this was not a viable method
for modelling the unbalanced LV feeders. It proved difficult to match calculated unbalanced results with data measured
at the smart link boxes – this involved manually editing many of the Meter Point Administration Number (MPAN) load
values for each half-hour time stamp and due to the time it took to do this, this method is not suitable for BaU roll-out.
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The issues encountered using the metering data with industry standard profiles were:


Incorrect connectivity assignments of customers to LV cables



No machine-useable/reliable information about which phase the customer is connected to



No information regarding the unbalance of customers with three-phase supplies – half-hourly and smart metering
data only reports the total load, not the per-phase loads



The kWh metering data and the standard profile data does not match the measured data at the substation and
the link boxes




Uncertainty over the sensitivity of the load to changes in voltage
Missing and corrupted measurement data creating more uncertainty about the LV loads and power flows in the
network

Manual adjustment could be made to the loads for each half-hourly time point but this is not a sensible solution for a BaU
roll-out. DPlan includes an algorithm to adjust the loads to match the measured data. This was successful for balanced
three-phase LV networks but did not show good results for unbalanced LV networks.
The issues identified prevented confidence in understanding how a network would behave if reconfigured from a meshed
configuration to a radial one. It was not possible to determine where to open the meshed network and place the open
points; nor was it possible to understand if, after reconfiguration, there would be any large unbalanced currents which
would cause excessive heating in the cables or link boxes.
Consequently, when connecting PEDs, LV modelling is required to understand how the loadings of feeders and
transformers change. These changes will also highlight any ratings which may need reviewing. For example, a
transformer operated at a constant load will have a different maximum rating to one having a cyclic load. The cyclic load
provides time for the transformer to cool, which enables an increase in the rating.
LV modelling, working in conjunction with forecasting, will allow the number of switching operations to be optimised and
the breaking current at the time of switching to be calculated. It will ensure that protection systems operate correctly on
the full range of HV and LV fault types under a different range of loading conditions. Post fault, LV modelling can model
the restoration of the network and the impact of Active Response on CI and CML.
LV modelling is necessary to understand the network power flows when undertaking routine planning, where this involves
adding, removing, diverting power flows to necessitate the changing of substations, feeders, circuits, switchgear and
connections.
One possible roadmap to develop an automated solution for LV modelling of unbalanced circuits is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify and check connections where multiple cables for different circuits are routed near each other
Add monitoring to selected existing link boxes to understand the network power flows
Add phase monitoring to selected three-phase supplies to understand the unbalance of three-phase customers
Investigate voltage and load characteristics of the different load profiles
Investigate a probabilistic approach for allocating phase connectivity in modelling software

Smart meter data has the opportunity to provide visibility of the network at the MPAN level. The granularity of data
provided by smart meters should enable DNOs to understand the behaviour of LV customers and provide inputs to LV
modelling software to more accurately simulate LV networks. Smart meters are not being used in Active Response for
the following reasons:




Smart meters will only record one energy value per half hour for three-phase customers and will not provide an
indication of any unbalance in the load of a three-phase customer
The number of installed smart meters is not sufficient to meet the LV modelling requirements for Active
Response
The granularity of data accessible by DNOs is unknown
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For BaU deployment, the Active Response solution should have the ability to integrate smart meter data if the identified
issues are solved.
For the Active Response trials, sufficient link box and transformer monitoring is required to understand the power flows
on the LV feeders. Each feeder could be modelled to have one lumped load or, alternatively, load that is evenly
distributed across the feeder section. The LV modelling approach suggested for Active Response would be applied to
the optimisation software and the simulation of the Active Response solution used for infrastructure planning.
7.6 IT/OT design considerations
From an IT and OT perspective, key design principles were identified in the following areas:


Real-time network master data management



PED representations in CIM

These aspects are discussed in detail in the following sections.
7.6.1

Real-time network data mastering

The term “master data” means data that only changes infrequently and is used as key reference information by many
operational processes. In the context of electricity distribution networks, master data embraces the network topology
and connectivity models used for real-time control and operations, including detailed functional representations of the
individual network assets with their electrical and thermal parameters such as normal and fault ratings, impedances etc.
Following recommendations from the KASM project, UK Power Networks’ ADMS now holds detailed, high-quality network
master data for the EHV and HV networks and it is already planned to extend this to cover the LV networks. A large
proportion of this master data will also be required by the Active Response optimisation module (within the advanced
automation and optimisation system), and indeed the latter may well require some additional data attribution that is not
currently maintained in the ADMS.
To enable this data to be managed easily, the ADMS will be regarded as holding the master real-time3 version of the
network master data which will be replicated in the Active Response optimisation module and maintained incrementally
via a CIM interface from the ADMS.
Additional network master data required for the Active Response optimisations will therefore be incorporated into the
ADMS beforehand by enriching its network topology data set, with the resulting changes then flowing through to the
optimisation module via the CIM interface.
A pragmatic approach will be taken with other types of data when designing the interface architecture for the optimisation
module. For types of data falling outside the master data category, please see the data catalogue in Appendix B below.

3

The physical LV network topology is actually mastered in UK Power Networks’ GIS, from where the copy in the ADMS will
also be maintained by another CIM interface. It should be noted that the GIS data does not include all of the information
required in the real-time network master data. For example, it does not include details of the SCADA measurement points
that are configured.
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7.6.2

PED representation in CIM

The Active Response solution architecture will utilise two key CIM interfaces for maintaining network master data:
1. For maintaining the Active Response optimisation module’s copy of the real-time network master data managed
in the ADMS
2. For maintaining the ADMS’ copy of the physical LV network topology from the GIS
Currently there is no valid representation of PEDs in the CIM standards, as these have not previously been used in power
networks. Interface 1 above will need to be able to transmit details of both SOPs and SPBs from the ADMS to the
optimisation module, and interface 2 will need to be able to transmit SOP details from the GIS.
Active Response will therefore need to implement some pragmatic CIM extensions to enable the above interfaces to
carry the required PED details. An initial assessment suggests that at the very least new subclasses of the CIM
RegulatingCondEq class are likely to be needed.
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8.

Solution architecture

The following sections describe the architecture that is proposed for the Active Response solution. For completeness,
the entirety of the solution is described below, including the components needed to support the “offline” distribution and
infrastructure planning functions, as well as the real-time advanced automation and optimisation system.
Our project impact assessment has highlighted the importance of consulting with our IT and OT teams at UK Power
Networks. This engagement ensures the proposed solution and data architecture has taken due account of BaU
operations and ICT standards and principles.

Lessons Learnt: Many previous projects, including FUN-LV and Smart Street, have installed new ICT infrastructure to
demonstrate new software tools and visualisations to support the trial. Where systems have been built which do not
fully satisfy the security requirements or other practices used by BaU (often where independent servers have been
implemented), additional effort and investment is then required to transition into BaU. This additional effort and
investment may be non-trivial and therefore limit or delay the transition. Active Response will have to utilise the BaU
ADMS as this project will be installing equipment on the HV network where incorporation into the ADMS is essential for
safety management purposes, and therefore, all of the Active Response trial equipment will need to be managed via
the BaU ADMS. The advanced optimisation and automation system will therefore need to be fully compliant with all
security requirements and other BaU practices from the outset, thus allowing an easier transition to BaU.
The diagrams in this section are again based on the SGAM model.
Section 8.1 gives the SGAM functional (high-level) information-layer view of the architecture with the relevant business
functions also indicated in the diagrams.
Section 8.2 gives a high-level description of the SGAM communications layer with a discussion of the key aspects of the
resulting communications architecture.
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8.1 Functional and information model
Figure 14 shows the Active Response solution in more detail, again presented on the SGAM grid. The main elements are then described in the following sections.
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The following sections discuss:


The components of the advanced automation system



The existing control and SCADA architecture



Master data architecture

8.1.1

Advanced automation and optimisation system architecture

The key solution architecture components for the advanced automation and optimisation system functions is discussed
in the sections below. The system will host the state estimator, real-time power flow solver, real-time optimisation and
near-term forecaster. The following sections provide a high-level description of these components. It is important to
note that the supplier of the software is still to be appointed and the detailed application architecture will be captured
once they are on board.
8.1.1.1 State estimation
The state estimator will interface with the ADMS to ensure that data inputs to the state estimator reflect the real-time
status of the network. The state estimation will estimate loads at points where no real-time data is available and correct
any erroneous measurement data reflected in the ADMS. Due to the number of measurement points captured by DNOs
there will always be points on the network which have no real-time data or contain measurement errors and hence state
estimation will remain a vital function of future DNOs/DSOs. When considering the architecture, there is a possibility that
the state estimation will be performed in the ADMS and become an input to the advanced automation and optimisation
solution.
8.1.1.2 Real-time power flow
The real-time power flow will utilise the results from the state estimation to compute the power flow at all nodes on the
network. It will provide a current, voltage, real and reactive power value for each of these nodes. The power flow solver
will also have the capability to calculate fault levels in each of the real-time scenarios. The details behind how these
calculations will be performed are to be discussed and agreed with the software supplier.
The techniques used in power flow modelling are described in section 9.1 below.
8.1.1.3 Contingency analysis
The contingency analysis function will determine whether the network remains secure in various contingency scenarios.
It will utilise functions from the power flow solver and optimisation module to determine whether proposed network
configurations and PED actions put the network at risk in the event of a network fault.
8.1.1.4 Optimisation
Once a base case of the real-time network has been calculated, an optimisation process will determine the optimum
network configurations and control actions for the PEDs. The solution will need to consider a number of optimisation
conditions, as described in section 9.2. A key consideration for the optimisation is the future state of the network, which
is highly dependent on network state forecasts.
8.1.1.5 Short-range operational forecasting
The operational forecasting module will produce forecast consumption demand and export values at various points on
the network. This data will be used by the optimisation process to determine the optimum network configuration and
PED states over the next few hours up to a day ahead.
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8.1.2

Control and SCADA architecture

Centralised control and SCADA architecture is adopted in line with standard UK Power Networks policy. Data to/from
the SPBs, SOPs and remote-controlled LV switchgear is all communicated from/to the central ADMS where a standard
protocol is used to propagate the relevant changes to the Optimisation module. All real-time data between the
optimisation module and the remote devices on the network will be sent via the ADMS.
Not all RTUs are continuously polled by the central ADMS via always-on communications media. Typically, only the
RTUs at grid and primary substations are continuously polled at high-frequencies. Those on the HV and LV networks
communicate to the ADMS on an exception (alarm) reporting basis and occasional polling from the ADMS when required,
to send controls and periodically collect historical measurements and check health.
8.1.2.1 Active Response additions
The Active Response project will need to add the following types of equipment at sites within the trial zones:


SPBs (HV) and SOPs (LV) with their associated controller RTUs



Telecontrolled LV breakers/switches, on LV distribution boards and at link boxes respectively, with their associated
controller RTUs



Additional switchgear telecontrol and/or measurement collection at secondary substations



Additional LV feeder monitoring at secondary substations



Reconfigured RTUs within the trial zones to implement frequent polling of these RTUs for measurement value
updates

The exact items to be deployed by Active Response will be determined during trial design, when each trial site is
identified. In each case the measurements and telecontrols available within the area of network to be optimised will be
reviewed, the additional SCADA requirements identified and their feasibility confirmed by visiting the affected existing
substations.
8.1.2.2 Master and slave RTUs
The SOPs, SPBs and telecontrollable LV switchgear will be connected to the ADMS via new RTUs, with the devices’
controllers connected as slaves beneath them. The master RTU then functions as a data concentrator for all of these
slaves. The ADMS communicates solely with the master RTU, which appears to it as a single, very large RTU with many
I/O points configured on it. The master RTU, in turn, communicates with its slaves and regularly polls these for updated
values, buffering them locally until collected by the ADMS.
When the ADMS sends a control or set-point request that relates to a control point that is actually on a slave RTU, the
master RTU forwards these commands to the latter and simply relays its responses back to the ADMS.
Slave RTUs are typically located at the same site as, or very close to, their master RTUs and are usually connected to
them via fast local communications media, such as Ethernet, and polled frequently by the master RTU.
8.1.2.3 Local control logic
On the rare occasion that communications links to the centre fail completely, the autonomous operation required for the
PEDs could be orchestrated by the site’s master RTU – for example, by actioning the contents of previously downloaded
PED set-point profiles, i.e. transmitting each set-point value to the PED controller at the time it becomes current. The
exact approach will be determined during detailed design, once the detailed autonomous PED operation requirements
have been fully identified.
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8.1.2.4 Telecontrollable LV breakers and switches
Some of the Active Response trials will make use of telecontrolled LV CBs and switches installed in secondary substation
distribution boards and link boxes on the LV network. These will be connected as slaves below Type E RTUs, as
described above.
8.1.2.5 Additional secondary switchgear automation and/or measurements
For the Active HV trials, Active Response may need to install additional telecontrol capabilities for the HV ring switches
at specific substations within the trial zones, or additional HV measurements (at some sites this may involve an upgrade
to the actual switchgear, though this will be avoided as far as possible). Where this is done, standard UK Power Networks
secondary automation RTUs will be installed. In addition to enabling HV switchgear telecontrol, these RTUs currently
collect the following measurements. The frequency column defines the historical recording frequency; all of these data
points are available in real-time to the RT and to the ADMS whenever a connection is opened.
Determinand

V

Location

Phases

Units

Frequency

Stat

I

Current (RMS)

HV

R, Y, B

A

30 mins

Ave

V
I

Voltage (RMS)
Current (RMS)

P

Active Power

Q
S
cosφ
VHD
IHD
T

Reactive Power
Apparent Power
Power Factor
Voltage THD
Current THD
Temperature

LV
LV
LV
LV
LV
LV
LV
LV
LV
LV

Ring
switches
Tx tail
Tx tail
Tx tail
Tx tail
Tx tail
Tx tail
Tx tail
Tx tail
Tx tail
Tx tail
RTU
cabinet

R, Y, B
R, Y, B
N
Σ
R, Y, B
Σ
Σ
Overall
R, Y, B
R, Y, B

V
A
A
kW
kW
kvar
kVA
%
%
%
°C

30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
No history
30 mins

Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave
Ave

Notes

Computer by Power Meter
Computer by Power Meter
Computer by Power Meter
Computer by Power Meter
Computer by Power Meter
Computer by Power Meter
Computer by Power Meter
Computer by Power Meter

Ave

Table 4 – Existing modern secondary substation RTU measurements collected

It can be seen from the above that no HV voltage measurements are currently obtained. Voltages are not currently
collected because most RMUs do not have in-built voltage transformers or other sensors with this capability. UK Power
Networks hopes to obtain voltage references by retrofitting bushings to some RMUs.
8.1.2.6 Additional LV measurements
A separate BaU project within UK Power Networks will develop and install RTUs capable of collecting measurements
from the individual LV distribution board ways at significant secondary substations and some of these will be installed
within the Active Response trial zones. This will be implemented by procuring additional LV I/O units which can act as
slaves below Type E RTUs. These units will allow the following measurements to be collected at each substation where
they are installed:
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Determinand
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R, Y, B
R, Y, B
R, Y, B
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%
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30 mins

Ave

Calculated from phase
currents

30 mins
30 mins
30 mins

Ave
Ave
Ave

Derived by RTU. Indicative
only.

Table 5 – Secondary substation RTU LV distribution board measurements

8.1.2.7 Frequent polling of trial zone RTUs
To enable the real-time optimisations to operate, all RTUs collecting measurement values that are inputs to the
optimisation algorithms or their underlying state estimation and modelling functions will need to be reconfigured to support
frequent polling (of the order of every minute, at worst). Please see 8.2.1 below for further information.
8.1.2.8 SCADA asset management facilities
UK Power Networks has a suite of “asset management” facilities that allow ad-hoc interrogation and parameter
configuration of RTUs and other remote devices, including the retrieval of data/log files that are not routinely collected
by the core SCADA protocols and the downloading of new firmware updates. Wherever possible, these facilities will be
extended to support the PED and LV switchgear RTUs.
During the detailed design phase the project will identify how to provide an appropriate visualisation tool for displaying
device configuration settings, version numbers etc.
8.1.3

Master data architecture

The ADMS maintains the working master version of the distribution network topology and connectivity model including
data on the individual network assets and the electrical/thermal characteristics of the network components. The EHV
and HV networks (from LV isolators at secondary substations upwards) are maintained directly in the ADMS by applying
schematic diagram patches (prepared in advance) whenever new components are commissioned or any other network
changes take place.
The ADMS does not currently hold any LV network topology below the LV isolators at secondary substations (though LV
measurements collected from LV distribution board feeder ways at secondary substations can already be configured into
the ADMS without this). This data set is mastered in the Geographic Information System (GIS). UK Power Networks is
already developing a CIM interface that will transfer and maintain a copy of the LV topology in the ADMS. This will be
used to implement the LV model that the ADMS needs to carry out Active Response trials on portions of the LV network.
Changes to both the GIS and the CIM interface are therefore required to enable the SOPs to be represented in the LV
network topology data.
The real-time HV and LV network models may not contain all of the electrical, thermal and other characteristics data that
will be needed by the advanced automation and optimisation system. The currently envisaged Active Response solution
therefore includes provision for additional interfaces (and possibly an Integrated Network Model (INM) manager) that
might be needed to enable the ADMS data to be appropriately enriched. The exact requirements for these will be
confirmed during detailed design and if any of these facilities are not actually required, they will be removed from the
design.
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8.2 Communications model
Figure 15 shows a simplified view of how the Active Response solution fits onto UK Power Networks’ communications architecture, again using the SGAM grid:
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For simplicity, many of the functional components are not shown explicitly in Figure 15. Replicated devices and backup
communications routes, which are provided to deliver a high-availability network, are also not shown. Other than for the
very least critical ones, all RTUs have multiple access paths across the SCADA network.
All of the communications, down to the site components into which the digital and analogue input and output signals are
physically wired, are IP based. This allows more than one protocol to be used between the remote devices and the
central systems. For example, in addition to the SCADA protocol, a system management protocol is used so that devices
can report their key configuration details and status to the asset management systems.
At each remote site the main RTU acts as a concentrator for all of the other devices connected below it. Many of these
devices operate as SCADA slaves, with the same SCADA protocol used between them and the master RTUs.
8.2.1

Always-on versus connection-based communications requirements

UK Power Networks’ current network control processes only require remote SCADA devices at larger substations (e.g.
GSPs, Bulk Supply Points (BSPs) and primaries) to return data at frequent intervals (every few seconds) via always-on
network connections.
At other sites (e.g. secondary substations), connection-based communications media are used. This type of connection
requires a temporary connection (analogous to a phone call) to be established between two endpoints before they can
exchange data. The connection can be established from either end, after which the devices communicate until they have
completed the required dialogue and the connection is closed down. RTUs connected via this type of media typically
only communicate to the ADMS:


when they detect an alarm condition, upon which they connect in and immediately report this;



if a control request from the ADMS is made, when it will establish a connection to the relevant RTU in order to
send the corresponding commands;



every few hours t connects to each RTU to confirm it is still healthy and to capture historical measurement data
that the RTU is programmed to collect and buffer until this has been gathered.

Connection-based communications utilise far less network bandwidth than always-on connections and thus avoid the
significant additional running costs that the latter would entail.
The actual communication frequency when using connection-based communications can be configured for individual
RTUs and could be set as frequently as once a minute. The actual frequency required to satisfactorily support the realtime optimisations running on the central ANM platform has yet to be determined, and will be established during the
detailed design phase.
8.2.2

Link box communications

Remote-controlled LV switches will be installed at link boxes as well as at secondary substations. The project still needs
to identify the best method for providing communications links to these sites from wherever their local master RTUs are
located. Link boxes are particularly limited for space and lack room for anything but very small communications
components.

Lesson Learnt: Power Line Carrier (PLC) communications were tried between link boxes and master RTU locations
on FUN-LV but these trials were not successful and alternative media will be needed for Active Response. UK Power
Networks is currently investigating this as part of an NIA project called Link Alert.
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8.2.3

Management of communications bandwidth

Making optimum use of the available communications bandwidth has long been a key feature of SCADA protocols. When
SCADA technology was in its infancy, many of the communications links were serial connections operating at speeds as
modest as 300 baud, so this has always been an imperative. The principal mechanism for achieving this has always
been to report only significant changes in input values to the central system.
For binary or two-bit digital indications, such as switch states, this is straightforward. For analogue values, such as VIPQ
(Voltage/Current, Real and Reactive Power) measurements, a small deadband value is configured in or downloaded to
the RTU for each input point. This deadband value is typically a single-figure percentage of the possible value range of
an input. Each time the RTU sends a new value to the ADMS, it stores this last value transmitted and does not flag the
input value as having changed until it obtains a new value that differs from the one last transmitted by more than the
deadband value. This approach also prevents repeated value changes being sent for a point whose sensor or analogueto-digital converter is subject to frequent jitter in the lowest-order bit(s) of the digitised value.
8.2.4

RTU asset management

The core SCADA protocols are designed to communicate only the data that is required for normal day-to-day operation
of the distribution network. Modern RTUs, on the other hand, embody a number of additional facilities that extend beyond
this requirement. These include:


the ability to capture and buffer additional, more voluminous data, such as individual voltage or current harmonic
values – a typical modern RTU can collect individual values for up to the 50th or higher harmonic of each input
measurement and store several readings of these per hour for a number of days;



facilities to allow configuration parameters or other settings to be modified remotely without having to visit the
local site; and/or



the ability to download and install updated firmware versions.

Now that IP-based communications media are the norm, RTUs can support other protocols on different IP ports and run
them in parallel with the core SCADA protocol so that these additional capabilities can be exploited.
UK Power Networks is also working on a trial project to establish a central CMDB and alert management system for
remote devices. More modern, protocol-compliant devices can automatically report key configuration settings, such as
firmware versions, to the CMDB and can also report alerts in cases of equipment malfunction, so that remedial actions
can be promptly scheduled. New local RTUs at each site also incorporate functionality so they can be configured to
receive specific alerts from slave devices connected below them and send these to the ADMS in the form of SCADA
alarms.
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8.2.5

Outline interfaces catalogue

The following sections contain an outline interface catalogue for the Active Response solution. This lists the interfaces between separate, or potentially separate, central systems – SCADA interfaces to/from remote devices are not
included here:
8.2.5.1 Real-time operational solution
Name

Source

Target

Data
(Payload)

Transport

Format

Frequency

Status

GIS

ADMS

LV network master data

TBC

CIM

Deltas

To maintain the latest LV network master data in the ADMS.

ANMTopo

ADMS

ANM

Network master data

TBC

CIM

ANMCONT

ADMS

ANM

Standard
protocol

Standard
protocol

POSS

ADMS

ANM

States, indications,
control and set-point
requests
Switch state changes

Daily or
deltas
Real-time

New, jointly
with BaU
New, jointly
with BaU
New, jointly
with BaU

TBC

ANM or
ADMS
ANM

State estimation results

TBC
TBC

POHIST

ADMS

INMHIST

ANM

Measurement values

TBC

TBC

HISTANM

Data
Historian
Data
Historian
Profile
Store
Operational
Forecasting
Profile
Store
Weather
forecaster

Data
Historian
Data
Historian
ANM

Outage details – exact
payload TBC
Measurement values

Historical measurements

Data service

TBC

Near-realtime
Near-realtime
Near-realtime
Near-realtime
TBC

New, jointly
with BaU
New

To maintain the latest switch states in ANM.

ADMS or
ANM
ADMS

TBC –
ideally CIM
TBC –
ideally CIM
TBC –
ideally CIM

Historical measurements

Data service

TBC

On demand

New

Baselined demand/
export profiles
Near-term forecast
demand/export profiles
Baselined demand/
export profiles
(Near-term) weather
forecasts

Data service

TBC –
ideally CIM
TBC –
ideally CIM
TBC –
ideally CIM
TBC

TBC

New

TBC

New

TBC

New

Hourly?

New, jointly
with Power
Potential

TBC

On demand

ETL

ADMS

Daily

Geographical master
data
Asset master data

ETL

TBC

Daily

ETL

Asset
Manageme
nt Inventory

Daily

LVTopo

STATEST
OUTAGES

HISTSOPF
PROFANM
SOPFPROF
PROFSOPF
METSOPF

MCANM

Operational
Forecasting
ANM
Profile Store
Operational
Forecasting
Operational
Forecasting

Data service
Web service
via secure
Internet
connection
Data service

New
Existing
New, jointly
with BaU
New

To maintain the latest status information in ANM and send
control/set-point requests from there to the ADMS.

To maintain state estimation results between the ADMS and
ANM.
To inform ANM of planned and current outages.
To record measurement values historically.

Not covered by ANMCONT interface. Further
exploration of architectural options required.
Direction of flow will depend on whether state
estimation is implemented in the ADMS or ANM.
Payload depends on detailed solution design for
optimisations during outage scenarios.
Will only change if the preferred Data Historian
platform changes.

To record measurement values generated on the ANM platform
historically.
To make historical measurement values available for ANM
calculations.
To provide historical measurement values for use in near-term
demand/export forecast calculation.
To make baselined demand/export forecasts available to ANM.

Possible
new
Possible
new
Possible
new
Possible
new

To make historical MPAN demand/export profile data available
to ANM for use in power flow models.
To provide the reference version of the network master data for
enrichment.
To provide the GIS version of the network master data for use in
the ADMS data enrichment.
To provide asset master data for use in the ADMS data
enrichment.

Can possibly re-use data service provided for
DPlan

To maintain copies of network master data attribute values
mastered in the Asset Management Inventory, the GIS or in the
ADMS
To allow device statuses to be displayed by project engineers or
maintenance technicians
To allow historical measurements to be displayed by project
engineers or maintenance technicians

DEPOINM

ADMS

INM

DENMINM

GIS

INM

DESAPINM

Asset
Manageme
nt Inventory
(or MSBI)
INM

INM

ADMS

Additional network
master data attribution

TBC

CIM or PFL

Daily

Possible
new

CMDB

Visualisations

Data service

TBC

On demand

Data
Historian

Visualisations

Remote device status
information
Historical measurement
values

Data service

TBC

On demand

Possible
new
Possible
new

HISTVIS

Will need to be able to transmit PED details in
CIM.
Will need to be able to transmit PED details in
CIM.

ANM would then access these forecast profiles
from the Profile Store.

ANM

CMDBSTAT

To maintain the latest network master data in ANM.

Notes

To provide historical measurement values for use in near-term
demand/export forecast calculation.
To allow previously created demand/export profiles to be used in
further forecasting operations.
To make near-term weather forecast data available for use in
near-term demand/export forecasting.

MC

DEINMPO

Historical MPAN
demand/export profiles
Network master data

Web service

Real-time

Interface Purpose
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8.2.5.2 Distribution and infrastructure planning solution (“offline”) components
Name

Source

Target

Data
(Payload)

Transport

Format

Frequency

Status

Profile
preparation
GIS

Profile Store

TBC

TBC

On demand

DPlan

Baselined demand/ export
profiles
Network topology updates

TBC

TBC

TBC

DPNMPlans

DPlan

GIS

Planned network changes

TBC

TBC

On demand

DPNMDINIS

DPlan

GIS

TBC

TBC

TBC

MSBIMC

MSBI

MC

Network topology updates
(LPN)
HH MPAN Advances

TBC

TBC

TBC

Possible
new
Modified
BaU
Modified
BaU
Modified
BaU
Existing

MCDP

MC

DPlan

Data service

TBC

TBC

Existing

OSDP

Ordnance
Survey

DPlan

Historical MPAN
demand/export profiles
Map backgrounds

TBC

TBC

On
demand?

Existing

PROFLOAD
NMDPlan

Interface Purpose
To enable manually prepared demand/export profiles to be
published.
To maintain the HV/LV network master data in DPlan
To transmit planned network changes to the GIS model manager.
To maintain the legacy LPN DINIS layer in the GIS

Notes

Will need enhancing to enable PEDs to be
transmitted from the GIS.
Will need enhancing to enable PEDs to be
transmitted to the GIS.
Will need enhancing to enable PEDs to be
transmitted to the GIS.

To make historical HH MPAN demand/export profile data
available to DPlan.
To make historical MPAN demand/export profile data available to
DPlan.
To provide map backgrounds for DPlan displays.
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9.

Advanced automation and optimisation software techniques

Section 3.3 of this document gives an overview of the Active Response solution and lists the four core real-time functions
within the advanced automation and optimisation system. This section discusses some of the key considerations for the
power flow solver, the optimisation solution and the contingency analysis.
The high-level functional requirements for these functions are highlighted in section 6.1 and further detail is provided in
Appendix A. The detailed design of these functions has not yet been done and requires the input of the ANM supplier;
however, this section provides some preliminary comments about the power systems calculation techniques that could
be used within the software. The focus here is on the power flow and optimisation functions (sections 9.1 and 9.2) as
well as a brief discussion of contingency analysis to avoid the Active Response solution increasing the networks’ safety
and security risks (section 9.3).
9.1 Power flow calculation
A power flow calculation is used to determine steady state power flows in a network. Given a set of loads or exports
connected to the network, and the impedances and other characteristics of the assets that comprise the network, the
power flow calculation will output real (P) and reactive (Q) power flows in circuits (P & Q), voltage magnitudes (V) and
relative angles (δ) at the bus bars and Ring Main Units (RMUs). In most power systems the network is too complex to
allow a simple solution to be derived for the power flow, and as the calculations that must be solved are non–linear in
nature, an iterative computational approach is generally used. The most popular approach to solving the non–linear4
system of equations is the “Newton–Raphson” method.
Power flow will be used to model the network performance under the various forecast conditions and will be iterated to
produce an optimised solution.
The architecture of the power flow engine in its relation to the OPF is important as fast operation is required. For this
reason, the efficiency of the power flow package and the interface to it is critical to ensuring the optimisation problem can
be solved rapidly. The use of a bespoke and embedded power flow engine, tailored to meet the requirements of this
application, would offer benefits in this regard. There are techniques available that merge the power flow network
equations with the optimisation process, to solve the problem directly.
A bespoke solution within the advanced automation and optimisation system is therefore required.
9.2 Optimisation
Traditionally, the aim of an optimal power flow (OPF) tool is to determine the most efficient operation of a given network,
attempting to achieve one or more objectives such as minimising network losses, minimising operating costs or
maximising power output. OPF tools can optimise across a number of objectives by assigning appropriate weighting
values to each. Metrics for which Active Response may seek to find an optimal solution include:







4

System losses
Capacity for demands
Voltage set-points
Network losses
Customer demand
Voltage

A linear power system is identified when its parameters (resistance, inductance and others) do not change with a change in
voltage and/or current. Most power systems have non-linear attributes or equipment which change value with a change of
voltage and/or current.
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Customers at risk of interruption, both by number of customers and level of risk
Cost to the DNO of operation of flexible resources
Available capacity headroom
Contingency for N-1 switching and operation within limits
Maximum DG export.

The OPF will determine the optimal operating point of the existing network in terms of control inputs such as network
open/closed points, SPB and SOP set-points. The optimal power flow function for Active Response will comprise a
power flow calculation engine that is able to run different optimisation routines depending on the optimisation objective
and varying time horizons.
To do this, the optimal power flow function is expected to:





9.2.1

receive forecast data from the forecasting function;
run contingency analysis of pre-determined key faults in the network to ensure that the configuration calculated
will not be in detriment to the distribution network;
take into consideration outages in the area; and
use the network model to run all necessary power flow studies, over a range of scenarios (e.g. different days
and times).
The optimal power flow problem

The optimal power flow problem can be stated as the need to solve the objective function:
min 𝑓(𝑥) or max 𝑓(𝑥),
where vector 𝑥 consists of the state variables and control variables. This is subject to the following equality and inequality
constraints:
𝑛𝑏𝑢𝑠

𝑃𝐺𝑖 − 𝑃𝐿𝑖 − ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑗 (𝑉, 𝛿, 𝑡) = 0
𝑗=1
𝑗≠𝑖
𝑛𝑏𝑢𝑠

𝑄𝐺𝑖 − 𝑄𝐿𝑖 + 𝑄𝑐𝑖 − ∑ 𝑄𝑖𝑗 (𝑉, 𝛿, 𝑡) = 0
𝑗=1
𝑗≠𝑖

𝑆𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑉𝑖 ≤ 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝐺𝑖
≤ 𝑃𝐺𝑖 ≤ 𝑃𝐺𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑄𝐺𝑖
≤ 𝑄𝐺𝑖 ≤ 𝑄𝐺𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑄𝑐𝑖
≤ 𝑄𝑐𝑖 ≤ 𝑄𝑐𝑖
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Where:
𝑃𝐺𝑖 , 𝑄𝐺𝑖 :

Active and reactive power generation of DER at node i

→:

State variables (𝑉𝑖 , 𝛿𝑖 )

→:

Control variables (𝑃𝐺𝑖 , 𝑄𝐺𝑖 , 𝑃𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 , 𝑄𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 , 𝑄𝐶 , 𝑡𝑘 )

𝑆𝑖𝑗 :

The apparent power flow

𝑄𝐶 :

The reactive power compensation at node i

𝑥

𝑢

In the Active Response solution, the objective functions to be implemented can be stated as:


Planning timescales: For the offline planning tools, an optimisation routine which includes minimising the
network reinforcement costs whilst meeting all network demands. This optimisation routine will include
distribution network constraints, contingency analysis, open point placement, SBP/SOP operating set-points and
outages (present and future).



Real time: An optimisation routine with the objective to calculate the optimal network configuration in terms of
NOP/NCP placement and SBP/SOP operating set-points in order to release the maximum amount of network
capacity, or another required metric. It should consider the limited operational lifespan of network switches and
should not recommend reconfigurations where only marginal benefit will be obtained. Sharing the operational
duty between switches where operation will result in similar benefits should be considered.

In order to perform OPF routines, a power flow engine must be available to calculate the parameters of the network.
9.2.2

Computational Approach to OPF

The two most common computational approaches to optimal power flow are:



AC Mathematical Optimisation – this computationally intensive process seeks to find the true optimal point
AC Heuristic5 Optimisation – this approach seeks to reduce the calculation complexity by focusing on specific
areas for the optimal point, based on assumptions. Potentially, this approach may find only the local minima and
not the global minima required

In the Active Response solution a balance must be struck between the speed – and, by association, the computational
complexity of the algorithm – at which the OPF component must provide its output against the need to find the optimal
response. Therefore, the Active Response OPF solution should be speed efficient whilst also having a high probability
of finding the correct solution.
9.2.3

AC and DC Optimisation techniques

DC OPF is the name given to a linear approximated form of OPF that neglects the consideration of reactive power flows.
It is typically used in transmission networks for the dispatch of real power and minimisation of generation costs, where
the high X:R (Reactance/Resistance) ratio of the network means that the resistive component of equipment impedance
can be neglected.

5

Heuristic can be defined as a process relating to exploratory problem-solving techniques that utilise self-educating techniques
(such as the evaluation of feedback) to improve performance – Miriam-Webster definition
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Reducing the non-linear power flow problem into a DC optimisation problem is practicable and operationally desirable in
transmission networks, as it is less computationally complex. However, DC OPF is not suitable for distribution networks
where the X:R ratio is much lower. Furthermore, in Active Response, consideration of network voltages is critical to
ensure voltages do not fall outside of operational limits and assets are not damaged. Therefore, the advanced automation
and optimisation system should be based on an AC OPF if possible.
9.3 Contingency analysis
The advanced automation and optimisation system within Active Response must include suitable contingency analysis
to ensure that it does not introduce undue risk into the operation of the network.
Hence the solution:




must consider the impact of network faults and not leave customers unduly exposed to the failure of a single part
of the network;
must not place the network in a configuration where restoration of supplies is difficult or overly time-consuming;
and
must allow APRS or PORT to complete their actions after a fault before attempting any further reconfiguration.

Given the unique functionality of Active Response, and interactions with the other automated systems, a bespoke
contingency analysis function within the advanced automation and optimisation system is required.
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10. Next steps
With regard to the high-level design for the advanced automation and optimisation system (presented in this report), the
Active Response project team has consulted key stakeholder groups within UK Power Networks and SPEN in order to
share ideas, identify requirements and elicit feedback on the solution as it evolves. This engagement will continue as
the project unfolds but has already been an important factor in a number of critically important design decisions
underpinning the solution.
As the design work has progressed, the project team has created and maintained a register of open items, of which an
extract is included in section 3.4. These items will be addressed during the next phase in the design process and as part
of the project’s agenda of key future activities (see section 10.2).
10.1 Key future activities
The focus of the next phase of the project will be on these key areas:


Detailed Engineering Solution focusing on:
o Optimisation methods and algorithms
o Details of approach after faults and restorations
o Detailed PED autonomy requirements during communication outages
o Fault level studies approach
o LV power flow model approach
o Other business impacts, e.g. outage planning
o Longer-range demand forecasting methods/to-be infrastructure planning process



Trial design focusing on:
o Detailed contents of each trial and how these will be executed
o Selection of the most suitable trial locations



Finalising detailed architecture, data and interfacing requirements for the ANM platform and all non-real-time
components of the solution



Confirming the enhancements needed in the ADMS to support Active Response



Appointing an ANM supplier and confirming a delivery plan for their solution



Deciding on an approach to forecasting and estimation that aligns with other UK Power Networks systems and
projects

10.2 Key outputs
The key outputs over the next phase of the project support the next steps above and will require UK Power Networks’
approval. The project team will focus on:


Detailed use cases and detailed requirements



CADD – Conceptual Architecture Design Document



LADD – Logical Architecture Design Document

These are in draft status and will be submitted for UK Power Networks’ Design Authority Approval once finalised.
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10.3 Dissemination
A major focus of the Active Response project is to share the learning and findings generated by the project through the
design and implementation of the four trials and the associated research to support the overall business case. A
dedicated workstream will ensure this learning is effectively captured and disseminated to a wide range of stakeholders
within UK Power Networks, other DNOs and the wider industry. A bespoke communications strategy has been developed
to achieve this.
SPEN, as a Project Partner, will support these activities through collaborative presentations and events, providing
technical input and peer review and joint development of a report outlining the use of Power Electronics within distribution
networks – all of which will help support dissemination and the successful transition into BaU.
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11. Summary
This report successfully forms the key evidence for the first Active Response Deliverable. It is comprehensive in scope
and an important document for any DNO to review when considering whether to implement an Active Network
Management scheme. The main report provides the high-level requirements, whilst the Appendices provide further detail
on solution requirements. Although some aspects of the document are specific to UK Power Networks, the principles
and learnings are applicable to all DNOs.
This report provides an introduction to the project and presents the high-level design specification for the advanced
automation solution used in Active Response. It describes the fundamental high-level requirements for delivering the
solution; captures key design principles that have been considered throughout the initial design process; and discusses
options and decisions that impact the overall solution design and architecture. It also contains a data requirements
catalogue that highlights what data items are required for the advanced automation solution to deliver the overall
objectives and requirements. It is important to note that the project team is currently in the process of selecting a vendor
to deliver the advanced automation solution, and over the next few months the project will host a number of detailed
design workshops to capture the detailed design.
As mentioned throughout the report, the design builds on learnings from several other Ofgem funded Innovation projects
and this deliverable report ensures future Innovation projects can build on the learning from Active Response.
For further questions on the evidence provided in this report, or more general questions about the project, please contact
UK Power Networks’ Innovation team at: innovationteam@ukpowernetworks.co.uk or visit our project website.
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Appendix A – Detailed functional and non-functional requirements
The following sections provide additional detail behind the function and non-functional requirements.
A.1 Functional requirements
A.1.1

Optimisation

The optimisation function will operate alongside and in collaboration with existing BaU systems, as shown in the SGAM
model in Figure 14 (see section 8.1). The architecture identifies the context in which the Active Response software will
operate and the data flows between the devices “in the field” and the central systems that support the network (control)
engineers and distribution planners.
The optimisation module within the ANM platform will optimise the configuration of the network by issuing control setpoint requests (and/or set-point profiles) via the ADMS to:





Telecontrollable HV open points (by operating RMUs and other switchgear)
Telecontrollable LV open points (by operating telecontrolled LV circuit breakers (CBs) or telecontrolled LV link
box switches)
SPBs
SOPs

For a list of parameters over which it must be possible to optimise, please see section 9.2.
The optimisation criteria and the balance between them are being considered during the project. Any criteria must
manage the thermal and voltage limits.
This optimisation functionality should support other applications over and above Active Response and should therefore
also support the incorporation of:






Battery storage
Generation despatch
Demand-side response
Other smart technologies
Other DERs

It must also take account of:


Dynamic ratings of equipment, for example, summer ratings, winter ratings, or ratings determined by the ambient
conditions



Asset lifetime implications – this could include an “operations budget” for each switching component and look to
switch alternate devices or have a suboptimal solution to spread the budget load

This optimisation function will use the data created by the state estimation and power flow modelling functions described
in section 8.1.1. The data used will be a combination of:




Known data such as measured data from RTUs and network information, e.g. ratings, impedances and network
configuration
Estimates of non-measured network parameters through state estimation
Forecast loads
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Once the input data has been obtained, the optimiser must determine the optimal network configuration in terms of
released capacity, or another metric, by determining the optimal power flow and then calculate projected operational
settings for the PEDs for the next few hours ahead, based on forecast demand/export profiles generated by the
operational forecasting module (see section 8.1.1).
To perform its optimisations, the optimiser will produce optimal power flow (OPF) calculations for the sections of network
where optimisation schemes using PEDs and/or network switches are established. OPF algorithms are covered in more
detail in section 9.2 above. For Active Response, an AC OPF algorithm is likely to be needed.
Forward predictions
Predicted optimisations must also be produced for time intervals over the next 24 hours, based on near-term demand
and export forecasts for the future times in question. The algorithm should output a schedule of planned operations and
hardware set-points:


HV and LV switching actions



The expected SOP/SPB transfer and controls

There should be key performance indicators (KPI) for the Active Response system and each individual component. The
KPIs should indicate the losses, any switching budgets and utilisation.
State estimation will be required to validate the existing measured data in the network and provide information for missing
data points or nodes in the network which are not monitored.
Planned switching and transfer schedules should be exported to the ADMS based on the best current view of the
immediate future.
A.1.2

Contingency analysis

The advanced automation and optimisation platform must assess how the network can recover after a fault event during
any optimised state or when there is a planned outage. This is a standard facility in offline planning tools but will also be
needed for the advanced automation and optimisation system.
A.1.3

Asset control and coordination

The optimisation function will operate in conjunction with systems used by control engineers to restore the network
following a fault, in particular the ADMS. It must be able to interact with the ADMS and issue requests to remotely operate
switches and CBs at both HV and LV. It must also cover the safe operation of CBs and switches within their design
constraints.
In particular, it must work alongside automated service restoration functionality and/or the control engineers to restore
as many customers as possible following a fault on the network, and avoid issuing inappropriate optimisation requests
to the ADMS for the affected part of the network until it is clearly safe and appropriate to do so. Further detailed design
work will be carried out to agree the most workable solution in this area.
A.1.4

Protection

The PEDs must be appropriately integrated into the network protection strategy so that they operate in concert with the
existing protection systems. In particular, they must not pass fault currents that would cause the fault indicators installed
on the network to give incorrect readings.
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A.1.5

State estimation

Though additional measurement points will be deployed where practicable within the selected trial circuits, the Active
Response solution will also need to include a state estimation facility that is able to estimate the remaining exit point
missing electrical magnitudes and angles from the available network measurements. Its output is an approximation of
the network state, based on the known input conditions, which can then be used as a basis for further analysis.
Even where there is SCADA fitted the measurement values returned can also sometimes be erroneous. This can happen
for a number of reasons, such as faulty wiring or failures of Analogue-Digital Converters (ADCs).
The state estimation algorithm will also identify suspect data where possible, and if found, will replace it with its best
estimates of what the actual values should be.
The state estimator will be used for two purposes:
1. Validating and correcting errors in SCADA data, and reporting issues so these can be resolved by support teams
2. Calculating/estimating data parameters not available from SCADA
For each of the necessary time horizons, a model of the network must be analysed so that the impact of the network
reconfiguration actions can be determined.
This state estimator functionality should support other applications over and above Active Response and could therefore
potentially be implemented either in the ANM component or the ADMS, as shown in Figure 14.
A.1.6

Forecasting (short-term operational)

The optimisation function will need to work in conjunction with a near-term generation and demand forecasting function
to estimate the network power flows in the immediate future. The forecasting tool is crucial for planning accurate network
operating conditions based on the historical pattern of demand and generation as well as weather predictions.
The forecasting function must forecast generation and demand profiles for frequent intervals ahead within a short-term
(time horizon of 24 hours for optimisations, or a week for operational planning requests) to enable the power flow
modelling and optimisation functions to calculate future set-points for the PEDs and the optimal running arrangement of
the network. The exact frequency of these short-term forecasts will be determined during detailed design. Additionally,
on-demand forecasts for up to a week ahead may be required to support operational planning (see 6.2).
The forecasting component should be able to process information about the network, historical generation and demand,
and the weather. If possible, it should also give an indication of the likely accuracy of the resulting forecast, to enable
the optimisation logic to factor this into its decision making. The output from this function will be fed into the optimal
power flow function to optimise the network configuration against performance metrics.
The forecasting tool will be required to map the complex relationship between a large number of relevant input variables
and produce the outputs required to run the power flow studies needed by the optimisation function. As the relationships
between the variables cannot be initially defined or solved using rule-based programming, a learning process is required
that will develop rules based on the outcome of training examples and previous iterations. As such some form of Artificial
Intelligence6 based logic is required.

6

Artificial intelligence can be defined as development of machines and software that can simulate human-like or intelligent
behaviour including decision making in complex environments based on previous decisions.
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A.1.7

Fault level calculations

Several components of the Active Response solution will need to be able to perform fault level calculations.
Engineering Recommendation G74 describes a procedure for estimating short-circuit currents. Pre-fault conditions must
be established from the network configuration, plant parameters, load and boundary conditions. A power flow study is
used to determine the pre-fault voltage profiles, motor and generator internal voltages and transformer tap settings.
Short-circuit contributions from all rotating plant (both load and generation) and any inverter-fed generation must be
included in the calculation. These devices can be modelled individually or as part of an equivalent group where the
dynamics of all the plant are represented as an equivalent model. The network modelling software is used to calculate
the fault level and the peak break and make fault currents.
Equipment connected to the network is rated to operate within a fault current rating. If the network fault current exceeds
the equipment fault current rating, permanent damage may occur in the event of a network fault.
It is always crucial that the currents that flow (or could flow) in the network immediately following a fault occurrence,
before even the protection systems have had time to isolate the faulted network assets, do not:


prevent equipment fault levels being exceeded during normal running and changes of state, particularly across
main/primary substation and bus bar boundaries where voltage and/or phase angle differences may be
significant;



exceed maximum declared Prospective Short Circuit Current (PSCC) for customers;



result in voltage levels which would lead to risks of flicker;



prevent there being adequate short circuit current to operate protection relays correctly to detect a faulted section
of network and trigger fault indicators correctly; and/or



remain too low to trigger protection devices at the prevailing Earth Loop Impedance.

In other words, the fault currents must at all times be neither too high nor too low.
The requirement for calculating fault levels arises in the overall Active Response solution both for validating proposed
real-time optimisations and when doing distribution and infrastructure planning studies to confirm that planned changes
will always meet fault level constraints. The modelling tools used for planning studies already include this capability.
Depending on the context, the fault level across the network needs to be calculated for the different loading and
generation conditions. In particular, the optimisation function will need to be able to estimate fault current for varying
configurations and throughout the day, taking account of the relevant running arrangements and connected LCTs, to
ensure that optimisation decisions to re-configure the network do not violate prevailing fault level constraints.

Lessons Learnt and Future Learning
In addition to the new fault-limiting devices and fault level assessment tools successfully demonstrated in FlexDGrid,
Respond, and the ongoing PowerFul-CB project, the partnership with SPEN on Active Response and LV Engine will
generate significant learning of the new capabilities offered by PEDs to help manage fault levels. The collective
learning from these projects will increase the portfolio of solutions available to DNOs and support the development of
enhanced tools and practices required to migrate to a future DSO operating model.
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A.1.8

HV and LV network differences

The Active Response solution components will need to operate on both HV and LV networks and take appropriate
account of the different characteristics of these networks; in particular, that the LV network has different (unbalanced)
power flows across its three phases and uses a common neutral conductor between the phases (“Y”), rather than a delta
configuration.
A.1.9

ADMS enhancements

The following enhancements or extensions to the ADMS will be required to support the advanced automation and
optimisation system:
1. Incorporate diagram symbol and component templates configured for LV switches and all variants of PEDs (HV
SPBs and LV SOPs) so that instances of these can be included in the control diagram when these are
commissioned on the network
2. Make network topology and asset master data available externally via a Common Information Model (CIM)
interface. The data provided must include:







Substations and other network locations
Network topology (components and connectivity model)
Normal-state switch positions
Electrical and thermal characteristics of network assets, e.g. impedances and ratings
Locations of analogue measurements whose histories are recorded in the UK Power Networks data
historian(s)
All common identifier values used to cross-reference data held by or mastered in other UK Power
Networks systems

3. Make real-time current switching state changes available to the ANM optimisation platform
4. Make planned and current outage details available in real time to external systems, including ANM
5. Interface to ANM via a standard protocol, transmitting real-time analogue measurement updates to it and
receiving the following items:




Real-time updates of ANM indications (both digital and analogue) that the ADMS requires, e.g. for diagram
displays or as inputs to its automation or validation facilities
Control and set-point requests
Requests to download future set-point profiles to PEDs’ Remote Terminal Units (RTUs)

6. Interface to external systems to receive incremental LV network topology updates
7. On receipt of control or set-point requests from ANM, validate these and ensure they do not conflict with the
current status of the network (e.g. in fault scenarios where APRS is in operation)
8. Be able to receive PED set-point profiles from ANM and, subject to validation, download these to the relevant
RTUs
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A.1.10 Operational planning (new role)
The Active Response solution will also need to provide supervisory facilities to allow engineers to:


review the recent performance of the implemented optimisation schemes;



selectively amend scheme configuration parameters if the need arises; and



address specific cases where near-term planning may be required, such as around planned outages, to ensure
the network is not run in a state where adjacent and nearby circuits cannot readily be restored should a
concurrent fault occur.

Apart from outage planning, DNOs do not routinely carry out the tasks above as the current focus on network operation
is almost entirely focused on maintaining and restoring supplies during outage situations. As DSOs, however, there will
be an increasing need to carry out this wider range of tasks. We have therefore grouped them under the label of
Operational Planning.
We anticipate that our trial findings will inform the detailed requirements around the exact set of supervisory tasks that
would need to be routinely carried out for Active Response schemes implemented in a BaU context. During the lifetime
of this project, these activities will be carried out by project staff as and when required, with each scheme being reviewed
frequently at the outset and then progressively less so as confidence is gained in its operation.
To carry out these tasks, the engineers will need facilities to enable them to:


visualise and review the recent operation of active schemes, with access to detailed logs that contain the history
of the optimisation decisions made and sufficient information to enable the engineers to understand how each
decision was made;



view historical trends of statistics on the optimisations’ effectiveness in terms of the key network metrics (losses,
power factors, voltage levels etc) that the schemes have been configured to optimise; and



amend scheme configuration parameters such as the metric(s) to be optimised and other operational settings.

To determine the operational planning period (next 12 hours, 36 hours and week ahead) the combined forecasting and
optimisation solution should be able to predict the following criteria:


When the SOPs/SPBs will be in standby or quiescent mode because the network is in a state where power
transfer is not required



How and when planned outages can be undertaken without undue risk to the network



How the network can be optimised to ensure maximum capacity



How the network can be optimised to ensure minimum losses



The predicted number and types of constraints avoided or incurred as a consequence of deploying the Active
Response solution



Estimates of the optimum numbers of planned HV and LV switching operations which are within the budget for
each switch asset



Contingency analysis for the number of switching operations and the time required to restore supplies in the
event of an outage from a credible fault. The results from the contingency analysis must lie within the emergency
ratings of the network assets, with all voltages remaining within operational limits
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The schedule of planned operations and hardware set-points should be available for the following scenarios:


Normal operation when the voltage and currents are within their normal range



Abnormal operation of the network when the voltage and currents are outside of their normal range



Short-term communication outages



Long-term communication outages

A.1.11 Network planning – outage planning
Planned outages occur regularly on the EHV and HV networks in order to allow crucial work (e.g. network reinforcement),
the provision of new supplies for major new developments (e.g. rail electrification schemes) or asset
maintenance/refurbishment to take place. Each of these planned outages temporarily disables a part of the network that
could otherwise be used when restoring supplies following faults. The outages therefore have to be carefully planned to
ensure that sufficient contingency always remains available within the surrounding network.
The introduction of smart devices, such as SPBs, is therefore likely to necessitate some changes to the details of the
current outage planning process. On the one hand, the presence of an SPB can potentially make available an additional
contingency measure in specific fault scenarios; on the other hand, if the SPB predominantly acts to provide
supplementary power to a circuit further away from the planned outage, a reliance on the SPB could reduce the available
capacity for fault restoration during the outage.
One likely outcome could be a requirement for outage planners to be able to incorporate supervisory PED/optimisation
commands, such as disabling a particular scheme pro tem, in the switching schedules that are produced to action the
outage implementation. The project will therefore look to design the ADMS configuration changes needed to support the
PEDs and optimisations so that key operations such as the above can be implemented.
Further detailed design work is required to identify the exact impacts the Active Response solution will/may have on the
existing outage planning process, and it is likely that our trial findings will crystallise further insights in this area.
A.1.12 Network planning – distribution and infrastructure planning
DNO planning functions are responsible for planning future changes to the distribution networks, both for the
short/medium term and looking further ahead. These are divided into two distinct main areas, Distribution and
Infrastructure planning, each having the following key characteristics:
Characteristic

Distribution Planning

Infrastructure planning

Time horizon

Up to one year ahead

Main planning drivers

New Connections

Voltage levels of main focus
Strategic planning tool used

HV and LV
DPlan

Year ahead for the current control
period, and into the next when
nearing the end of the current one.
Load growth resulting from projected
new developments, LCT growth etc.
EHV
DigSilent

Table 6 – Network planning function characteristics
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Both of these areas will potentially be impacted by the Active Response solution:


Distribution planning will need facilities to design new connection schemes on circuits where Active Response
schemes have been deployed, and to model cases where the addition of a new Active Response scheme would
enable new connections to be provided at a lower cost to the potential customers, e.g. by avoiding the need for
more costly traditional reinforcement.



Infrastructure planning will need facilities to model the behaviour of existing SPBs (particularly those
implementing the Primary Connect method) in their EHV power flow studies and the ability to model where, and
for how long, new Active Response schemes can enable traditional reinforcement to be deferred.

In both cases the modelling tools will need to calculate the phase angle and voltage difference (dV) across the open point
to determine the suitability of location for connecting the SPB. The SPB can only connect when the phase angle and
voltage difference is smaller than the limits set out in the SPB specification.
The immediate focus of the Active Response project is the real-time (online) operation of the PEDs, LV switchgear, the
associated advanced automation and optimisation system. The Active Response project has also considered the
additions that would be needed to the (offline) distribution and investment planning tools, as these support key BaU
processes.
Distribution planning
UK Power Networks has adopted DPlan as its strategic network planning tool for the HV and LV networks, and the same
DPlan facilities will also be needed by the Active Response team for modelling trial scenarios and for analyses of trial
results. DPlan will require enhancements to enable UK Power Networks to:
1. carry out standard planning activities taking into account the additional capabilities that the Active Response
solution will provide;
2. assess compliance with its design standard of the network with and without new connections (load, generation
and battery chargers), in particular ensuring compliance with EDS 08-0119 under N-1 and N-2 and that at no
time equipment is being overloaded;
3. understand, if a new connection or a network is shown to be outside its standards, what the key constraints are
and whether or not the implementation of an Active Response scheme would then enable the standards to be
met;
4. ideally, highlight locations at which the introduction of an Active Response scheme would allow UK Power
Networks’ standards to be met for proposals for which they otherwise would not be;
5. determine whether, following a new connection or reinforcement, the minimum and maximum fault levels would
still be within the relevant rating (make and break) of the equipment at all times or only under intact conditions
or with certain outages;
6. determine the constraints it would have to impose on new connections if this is needed in order to maintain
network compliance with all the relevant standards, while taking advantage of the new active enabled network;
and
7. record the constraints associated with the relevant connections (that may now include planned installation of
ANM devices on the network or constraints in terms of network configuration under which a customer can connect
load or generation) so that UK Power Networks can update the “to-be” network model at primary and feeder
group levels, depending on which connections go ahead and which get cancelled.
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These facilities should be able to estimate the following criteria for potential new Active Response schemes:


The benefits of installing the Active Response solution, or parts of the Active Response solution, for reducing the
cost of the new connection or reducing the time required to complete the new connection



The predicted number and types of constraints avoided or incurred as a consequence of deploying the Active
Response solution



Planning standard P2/6 compliance or non-compliant scenarios



The impact of Active Response on system losses



The planned scope and phased deployment of the components of Active Response required



The prediction of when network reinforcement will be required and the Active Response components which could
be recovered for redeployment after network reinforcement

State estimation may be required to validate the existing measured data in the network and provide information for
missing data points or nodes in the network which are not monitored.
A contingency analysis tool box is also likely to be required in this setting, to assess how the network can recover after
a fault event and whether the resulting network is still P2/6 compliant when Active Response is managing it with the new
load or generation connection.

Lesson Learnt: FUN-LV showed the significance of requiring load profiles, network arrangements and tools to
model the solution to determine appropriate locations.

Lesson Learnt: A detailed site assessment is vital to understand if the equipment is suitable for the location and to
ensure the scheme will demonstrate the full potential benefits.

Infrastructure planning
Infrastructure planning considers the strategic development of the network and preparing the network for future growth
of generation and load.
Forecasting and planning tools should be able to estimate the following criteria over the next few years. The items are
listed in decreasing importance.


Understand the need for and benefits of potential future Active Response schemes



Estimates of the capacity released by the addition of Active Response and a metric to show the number of
additional connections that could be made due to the deployment of Active Response. It should also forecast
the reduction of time in connecting the new customers compared to the time required for traditional reinforcement



The predicted utilisation and duration that SOPs/SPBs would be used for over the long-range planning forecast



The predicted number of HV & LV switching operations to understand the expected lifetime of the equipment,
cost of equipment replacement and cost of maintenance



The predicted number and types of constraints avoided or incurred as a consequence of deploying Active
Response schemes
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The impact of the Active Response schemes on system losses



The planned scope and phased deployment of the components of Active Response required



A prediction of when network reinforcements will be required and the Active Response components which could
be recovered for redeployment after network reinforcement

The yearly investment plans produced will also need to include outline information on:


Numbers of HV and LV Switching actions



Expected SOP/SPB transfers and controls

There should also be key performance indicators (KPI) for the Active Response schemes and each individual component.
The KPIs should indicate the losses, any switching budgets and utilisation.
UK Power Networks’ strategic planning tool used by Infrastructure planning for the EHV networks is DigSilent. This will
need to be able to model SPB operations, especially in Primary Connect mode, to enable the planners to understand the
impact of these PEDs on the EHV power flow models and to assess the appropriateness of deploying these as an
alternative to traditional reinforcement.
Further detailed design work will be carried out by the project to identify the exact functional and data requirements for
this area.
Long-range forecasting
The investment planners will also need to be able to forecast that part of network demand growth that arises as a result
of increased LCT penetration, particularly of EVs, over time horizons of several years ahead. This should be based on
standard UK industry deployment and take-up forecasts for the relevant technologies, and will need to be fed into forecast
demand peaks or profiles across the entire network. The long-term forecast is for a time duration of three to 20 years.
A traditional assumption made by both planning functions until a few years ago was that the only significant driver for
network load growth was the connection of new premises (demands); but with the advent of LCTs, this is no longer the
case. For example, a large-scale take-up of EVs will almost certainly lead to increased average demands from residential
premises as a result of customers charging up their EVs. Much of this additional demand will take place in the early
evenings after people have returned from work, just when the peak loads of residential premises currently occur. Unless
this is addressed by smart solutions such as Active Response or demand-side response, the only means of ensuring the
network can maintain continuity of supply could be costly reinforcement, to cater for temporary demand spikes.
There have been examples where the evolution of technologies has driven a need for projecting load growth on a
geospatial basis. For example, the installation of commercial air-conditioning units in city-centre shops and office blocks
and the retrofitting of electric heating in residential flats led to significant reinforcements without there being a new
connection. A simple high-level geospatial land use and load transfer model may therefore be suitable for forecasting
future additional EV demands. The algorithms should consider plant ratings, load on the network, connectivity based on
distance and major land use constraints (e.g. rivers, motorways, restricted land not for development, contaminated land
which cannot be developed, any Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs), and any Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSIs)).
Further detailed design work will be carried out by the project to identify the exact functional and data requirements for
this area.
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A.1.13 Equipment commissioning and maintenance
The Active Response solution will need to embody an appropriate set of facilities to enable the efficient commissioning
and maintenance of the Active Response devices – i.e. SPBs, SOPs and telecontrolled LV switchgear (such as
distribution board CBs and link box switches).
UK Power Networks’ policy in this area is that it should only be necessary for engineers/technicians to physically visit
remote sites:




to physically install new equipment;
to repair hardware failures; or
where physical equipment changes such as re-wiring are necessary.

It should be possible to carry out all other operations remotely, over the SCADA network, including tasks such as:






collecting the types, version numbers and other key settings from remote devices;
downloading firmware updates;
changing device configuration parameters (even where this is not directly possible through the ADMS);
downloading configuration files; and
retrieving log files.

UK Power Networks is currently implementing a comprehensive range of facilities to support this, in the context of its
SCADA communications architecture as described in Figure 15 (see section 8.2), which provides the necessary
underpinning platforms for these facilities.

Lessons Learnt: A key learning point from earlier projects such as FUN-LV, as identified in section 4, is that a
visualisation tool that can pull together key status information about live installations, such as firmware version
numbers and key settings, is needed to enable their efficient management.
A.2 Non-functional requirements
A.2.1

Capacity and performance

The RTUs and SCADA network must be able to return changed measurement values to the central systems (the ADMS
and ANM) sufficiently rapidly to prevent the latter performing optimisation calculations that are based on stale data. The
exact latency that ANM can tolerate for these values will be investigated further during the trials, but is likely to be a
maximum of a minute.
The advanced automation and optimisation system, embracing the BaU real-time systems and components, must be
able to recalculate PED set-points in a maximum of around 10 seconds should an unexpected voltage deviation occur.
The advanced automation and optimisation system must be capable of holding the network master data for the whole of
UK Power Networks’ HV and LV networks.
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A.2.2

Availability

The advanced automation and optimisation system must operate as a single, centralised platform without the need to
maintain separate multiple platforms for individual schemes. It must have 24/7 availability, with automatic failover should
a single component of communications link failure occur, and incorporate disaster recovery facilities similar to those
already in place for the ADMS.
A.2.3

Scalability

The advanced automation and optimisation system must be scalable so that it can support a large number of optimisation
schemes in future, spread across the full extent of UK Power Networks. It must also be capable of supporting the Power
Potential solution, which involves smart scheduling of distributed generation to best meet both grid and distribution
constraints.
A.2.4

Safety

The advanced automation and optimisation system must not impact on the safety, integrity and quality of the electrical
network. As such all components of this system must be able to support fail-safe functionality to ensure health and safety
of personnel; health of network assets; and maintain security of supply. The system is required to make automated
decisions on live electrical networks, so the solution must be able to test, simulate and validate its proposed operations
in order to avoid:


reclosing onto known faults;



exceeding circuit emergency load ratings, switchgear operations;



closing across main/primary substation or bus section/coupler breakers without permissive synchronisation;



allowing voltages to go outside the standard operating limits;



preventing sufficient fault current from operating protection correctly; or



operating any switch that is currently subject to an operational restriction or currently being used as a point of
isolation for an adjacent network section that has been de-energised so it can be worked on.

A.2.5

Security

The advanced automation and optimisation system must meet the same level of security requirements as UK Power
Networks’ existing BaU control solution.
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Appendix B – Data requirements catalogue
Network topology and related asset master data
Dataset

Description

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

Other comments

Core EHV & HV topology

Network components and their
connectivity (including substation sites
and links to the items contained at
each) down to load/infeed points

Including all operating
switches but not
down to individual
OHL/cable sections

Near-real-time

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Includes switchgear and their normal
states, and measurement point
locations on the network.
Thermal/electrical characteristics and
ratings are treated separately to this
dataset

Core LV topology

Network components and their
connectivity (including substation sites
and links to the items contained at
each) down to load/infeed points
Line and cable conductor types

Detailed model down
to individual
cable/OHL sections

Latest

GIS

ADMS
Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Each model branch
represented as spans
of one or more
conductor types, with
lengths for each.
Per conductor type

Latest

ADMS (from GIS)

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

GIS/DPlan

Per model of switch

Latest

ADMS

Latest

GIS or DPlan

ADMS
Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
Optimisation/ANM

Conductor types and span
lengths

Conductor type
characteristics
Switchgear ratings

Ratings and per-length impedances
for each conductor type, including
feeder ratings
Normal and fault ratings for switchgear

Protection settings?

Protection thresholds and timings

Per protection device

Transformer
characteristics

Ratings (nameplate/ONAN/OFAF/etc
and fault), impedances etc for
transformers
Points where IDNO networks are fed

Per transformer, as
applicable
Per IDNO outfeed

Locations of measurement points on
the network topology
Locations of measurement points on
the network topology
Locations of measurement points on
the network topology
Numbers of times each switch may be
operated before needing
maintenance/replacement
Configuration details of APRS
schemes
Data in the HV network topology that
clearly indicates where 2ary Txs are
interconnected via meshed LV
networks beneath.
Spare available capacities allowing for
N-1 contingencies

IDNO network outfeeds
Measurement Locations
(core SCADA)
Measurement Locations
(LV SCADA)
Measurement Locations
(SOPs/SPBs)
Switch operation limits

APRS and PORT schemes
Where 2ary substations are
connected via meshed LV
networks.
Firm capacities

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Latest

ADMS

Per measurement

Latest

ADMS

Per measurement

Latest

ADMS

Per measurement

Latest

ADMS

Switches utilised for
moving open points

Latest

TBC

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
Optimisation/ANM

TBC - detailed

Latest

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM

Per 2ary Tx

Latest

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM

Tx and feeder level

Yearly?

TBC

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Only needed if ANM needs these to
check the protection will operate
correctly after network reconfiguration.

Data will need discovering and
populating

For LPN, this information is currently
shown on HV diagram symbols, but
need to clarify whether these carry
sufficient data for use in automation.
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Dataset

Description

Boundary lines

On the schematic diagrams, e.g.
between feeder groups

Granularity

Currency

Source

Latest (as
NOPs move)

TBC

Needed for

Other comments

Other comments

Connected premises and relevant equipment thereat
Dataset

Description

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

Connected Premises - HV
customers and other
significant premises

Premises that contain significant
equipment, e.g. LCTs, and their points
of connection to the network.

Latest

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Connected Premises - all
other LV connections

All customer premises and the
secondary feeders they are on

Latest

ADMS (from GIS)

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Current data doesn't have good
enough phase attribution for LV
modelling.

LCT locations and
capabilities

Details of LCTs connected to the
network, including types, capacities
and demand ratings.
Number of customers connected to
each LV Tx/feeder

Per significant
premise, eg HV
customers if
modelling the HV
network.
To secondary feeder
(minimum); to
distribution cable
(ideal)
Per installation

Latest

TBC

Optimisation/ANM

What information will we need about
these?

Secondary feeder
level

Latest

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM

Customer numbers

Real-time state and measurement data
Dataset

Description

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

Other comments

Switch states

Current switching states at all voltage
levels

Per significant switch

Real-time

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM

Analogue measurements

Current power flow measurements,
typically VIPQ + temperature

Real-time

ADMS

PED Controllers?
Optimisation/ANM

Primary tap positions

Positions of tap changers at main
substations
Current switching states

Per circuit on G&P
substations, at
automated secondary
substations and at
new locations as
identified by the
project.
For all main/primary
Txs
Per switch

"Significant" means excluding isolators
and earth switches only used for
making de-energised network sections
safe for working.
Additional power measurements along
HV feeders may be required.
Need to check availability/practicability
of collecting humidity.

Real-time

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM

the ADMS

Real-time

LV ADMS

Optimisation/ANM

Note that raw telemetred switch
indications should not be used directly
as they are occasionally overridden by
the ADMS, eg during SCADA sensor
failures.

Per SOP/SPB
Per SOP/SPB

Real-time
Real-time

ADMS
TBC

TBC

Real-time?

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM
ADMS
Optimisation/ANM
PED
Optimisation/ANM?

Switch states (LV)

SOP/SPB states
SOP/SPB measurements
Harmonics

Current operating states
Analogue values collected by
SOPs/SPBs
Voltage and/or current harmonic
series measurements

ADMS typically only needs a subset
Need to clarify what values are
needed, and from where
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Dataset

Description

IDNO imports/exports

Metered import and export values from
IDNO exit points
Metered import and export values from
HV customer exit points

HV customer
imports/exports

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

ADMS?

Optimisation/ANM

ADMS?

Optimisation/ANM

Other comments

Other current state data
Dataset

Description

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

Other comments

Switch operations
performed

Number of times each switch has
been operated to date

Switches utilised for
moving open points

Latest

TBC - Data
Historian or
ADMS?

Optimisation/ANM

Not available historically, so the project
will need to determine how to manage
the ‘switch operations budget’
requirement.

Planned outages

Planned outages and other switching
schedules

Latest

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM

Current outages

All current outages, whether planned
or otherwise

Real-time

ADMS

Optimisation/ANM

Operational Restrictions

Restrictions on whether/under what
circumstances switches can be
operated

Details including
planned switching
schedules
Details including
planned switching
schedules and
relevant APRS
statuses
Per switch

Latest

ADMS?

Optimisation/ANM

Device versions

Versions of devices on the network,
including firmware versions where
applicable

Per device

Latest

TBC

Solution maintenance

How do PORT/APRS handle these?
Required details may not be in
machine-interpretable format.
(Or can we get away with POF policing
these, if there are any on automated
switchgear used by ANM)?
Obtained via hand-held commissioning
devices ? or by direct queries to
devices ?

Historical measurements and state data
Dataset

Description

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

Other comments

Switch states

Historical switching states

Per significant switch

Within 24hrs

ADMS

TBC

Half Hourly historical
analogue measurements

Historical VIPQ etc readings collected
by SCADA

Within 24hrs

PI

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
Forecasting

SOP/SPB states
SOP/SPB measurements

Historical operating states
Historical measurements collected by
SOPs/SPBs

Per circuit on G&P
substations, at
automated secondary
substations and at
new locations as
identified by the
project.
Per SOP/SPB
Per SOP/SPB

"Significant" means excluding isolators
and earth switches only used for
making de-energised network sections
safe for working.
For some uses it may be
sufficient/better to use cleansed
profiles rather than these raw timebased values.

Within 24hrs
Within 24hrs

PI
PI

Optimisation/ANM
Optimisation/ANM
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Dataset

Description

Granularity

IDNO peak loads
IDNO historical metering
data
Half Hourly MPAN
advances
Harmonic series

Peak demands for IDNO network
outfeeds
Historical metered IDNO outfeed
loads/exports
Half Hourly P&Q demands from Half
Hourly metering points
Historical harmonic series values
collected by RTUs from power meters,
Ideally for both V and I harmonics

Source

Needed for

Per outfeed

TBC

Per outfeed

TBC

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning
ANM (Operational
planning)

Estimated Half Hourly
consumption/export from
NHH MPANs

Estimated daily load profiles for
premises without SMs or Half Hourly
metering.

Half Hourly SM
consumption/export
readings

Half Hourly imports and exports
recorded by Smart Meters

Per MPAN
Ideally per V/I
measurement, in
individual series as
high as the recording
device can collect,
recorded at 10-minute
frequencies
Per MPAN, computed
on demand for
specific historical
days
Per SM

Currency

Last 12
months
Within 24hrs

MC
RTUs

Other comments

TBC whether Active Response will use
these
Buffered by RTUs but only collected as
and when needed for studies and/or
project analyses.

MC

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Will probably not be used for the
current project.

DCC

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Will not be used for the current project
but potential future use of this data will
be considered when reporting findings.

Other network modelling input data
Dataset

Description

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

Other comments

Source impedances or
equivalent fault levels

Effective source impedances, based
on quantity of generation connected

At significant network
locations

Real-time

TBC

Need to define approach to maintaining
these.

Validated peak demand
profiles (EHV down to LV
feeders)

Peak load profiles, derived from
available SCADA measurements
validated for normal running
arrangements and no transducer
failures
Currents that would flow if a short
circuit occurred

Per Tx and outgoing
feeder at all
substations, and
ideally lower down
the LV networks too.
All network
components

Yearly?

TBC

ADMS?
Optimisation/ANM
DPlan
Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

?

TBC

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Typical usage profiles of specific LCTs
such as EVs, heat pumps etc.

Per LCT installation

TBC

TBC

Optimisation/ANM
Offline planning

Can vary depending on how much
generation is running on the Grid.
Appropriate values therefore need to
be assumed and stored for modelling
studies.
Need to decide whether these are
actual histories, historically-derived
profiles or forecast profiles, or a
combination of these.

Dataset

Description

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

Other comments

Weather forecasts

How often? What period between
forecasts ahead? What weather
metrics?

TBC

TBC

Weather forecaster

Forecasting (nearterm)

Should we have a distinct datastore for
these?

Fault levels

LCT usage profiles

Other forecasting inputs
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Dataset

Description

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

Other comments

Demand growth
projections
LCT growth scenarios

Estimates of anticipated network
demand increases
Estimates of future LCT penetration,
especially EVs and PV/Wind
generation

Ideally per primary
feeder or lower
Ideally yearly figures
with a range of
growth scenarios

TBC

TBC

Check what’s currently used for BaU.

TBC

TBC

Forecasting (longerterm)
Forecasting (longerterm)

Future state forecasts and predictions
Dataset

Description

Granularity

Currency

Source

Needed for

Other comments

Near-term demand profiles

Future demand profiles (for at least
the load points used in creating nearterm power flow models)

Best available

Forecasting

Optimisation/ANM

Only generated for specific optimisation
schemes.
Appropriateness at LV TBC.
Source(s) of historical base data TBC.

Near-term power flow
models

Near-term future power flow models
generated by optimisation as the basis
for future optimisations
Longer-term demand predictions,
probably profiles

Per load point (eg
secondary Txs and
other
customer/network
outfeeds for 11kV
power flow models)
Per scheme per time
window ahead

N/A

Optimisation/ANM

TBC

Only generated for specific optimisation
schemes. Appropriateness at LV
TBC.

Per time horizon per
forecast scenario?

As of last
significant
forecasting
change
Annual

Forecasting

Offline planning

TBC

Long-range
forecasting

Longer-term demand
predictions

Long-range land use
predictions

Predictions where new developments
will take place over the coming 20
years.

Further detailed design work is required to identify the complete list of data sets that will be used for long-term demand/export forecasting, but this is likely to include:


Loads and load profiles for weekdays, weekends, holiday periods and seasonal changes



The growth or fall in types of demand and customer numbers for each profile type



Profiles for each customer including the predicted change accounting for seasonal differences and yearly changes due to the addition of new technology. New technology includes but is not limited to distributed generation including PV, electrification
of heating, electrification of transport including EVs and reduction in loads due to improvement in equipment efficiency



Planning constraints including fault levels, voltage limits, voltage dip specification and circuit ratings



Any planned reinforcements, transfers of load to another circuit or equipment renewals



How the network is reconfigured for contingency and normal operation including load transfers and circuit groups which are swung between different main substations



Assumptions about levels of unbalance and harmonic output for each customer type and each circuit type
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